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Crime in France ani> England.—Of the
7090 prisoners who were this year condemned
to hard labor in France, 1903 are sentenced to
hard labor for life, 2239 to hard labor from
eleven to twenty years, 354 to terms of from
twenty-one to fifty years, leaving the remainuer, .1070, to terms ol Iroin five to ten years.
With this greater severity of punishment and
its rarer remission it is worthy of remark that
there exists in France a considerably less
amount both in crime and the rate of second
convictions. In a country with a population
of thirty-six millions, the' assaults under indictment in the superior courts are found to
amount to no more than between two aud
three thousand |ier annum. Serious crimes
against property rate only at between three
and four thousand, and in the courts of summary jurisdiction the offenders under trial were
only 852,108. With us we had, jn 1881, no less
titan 10,778 convicts undergoing punishment
in our ten convict prisons. Our convictions
under trial by jury in 1851 for a population of
seventeen millions extended to more than
twelve thousand cases, while our summary
convictions rose to 255.808.
Important as are the conclusion we draw
from from these figures as they stand by themselves, the significance becomes instructively
enhanced as we remember that the French judicial system is set in action on very microscopic matters, and that their police system
has reached an effectiveness in the discovery
and punishment of crime of which ours offers
but a very feeble resemblance. It is remarkable, too, that while crime thus prevails amongst
us out of all European proportion the
disproportion of relapses is equally against us. In
where
the materials for judgment arc
England,
not assisted by passports, and a complicated
of
system
police espionage, we yet have evidence that these relapses cannot be less titan
at the rate of about (MS per cent.
In France
they are found, on almost iulallible data, to
amount to less than one-hall'—25 per cent.—
[Liverpool Standard.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
Letter from the Seventeenth regiment.

correspondent “T.” of the 17th Maine
regiment, incidentally touched in his letter
Our

published in the Press for December 1st, upon
topics which form the theme of a communication from “F.” of the lame regiment.
“J’s”
letter was not sour; though there may have
been a suspicion of tartness in one or two passages. Still less can
mistaken about, the

we

admit that he was

necessity of advancing
while the roads were in good condition. The
country was imperiled by every hours delay;
and it is not for Americans, who remember
Valley Forge, to talk of cold, and hunger, and
nakedness, as of some new evils against which
It is hopeless to contend, even for the safety of
the Republic. The question last Fall was not
whether the army could move comfortably,
luxuriously, but whether it could move at all.
Nevertheless, so blunt and frank is “F.,” so
soldierly Is bis satisfaction with his commander, with his rations, and his shelter tent, that
we cannot refuse to let him speak for himself.
Camp op 17th Maine Reuiment, 1
Near Falmouth, Va., Dec. 5, 1862. J
To the Editor of the Daily Preas:
Still at the old camp we have occupied for
nearly two weeks. During this time the
troops in this vicinity have made sad havoc in

the woods that flank the encampments. Far
into the night can be heard the sturdy blows,
and then the crash, and some pine or oak comes
crackling to the ground. The wood is put to
various uses. Much of it is burned green;
and so dense volumes of smoke hang around
the camp, and much dodging alter the windward side of the fire, with misty eyes and upturned noses, follows.
Another use is fur
building. Many of our little shelter tents are
stockaded nicely, and are made not only warm,
but really comfortable by taking a little pains.
A large number of “hotels” have been erected
by the officers and men, and with the cheerful
fireplace that throws out a glowing heat in
front, and the floor covered with cedar or pine
sprigs, the impromptu tables and seats that
are placed around, a house is made that will
compare with any that have !>een built by any
troops in the field—so we have been told by
officers of old regiments that have visited our
quarters. The Seventeenth has learned much
in the short time it has been the field.
While I am writing, a snow storm that
would do honor to old Maine, is visiting our
camp. The wind blows strong, and the snow
flies, but the eround is not snfiicientlv frozen
to allow It to remain long without turning into a slush most disagreeable to wade through,
especially with a pair of government shoes on,
with trowsers torn nearly to the knees and
hanging loosely about the ankles.
In to-day’s mail we received a “Daily Press”
of Dccemlier 1st. and I can assure you it was
most gladly received, as it is by far the latest
dews we have had from home. On casting my
eyes over tlie paper, the first item of interest
was a letter from “T,” of this regiment, written from this place, dated Nov. 24. On giving
it a careful perusal, I noticed quite a number
of errors, some of which I beg leave to correct, in order to set matters right with our
friends at home, and prevent an undue amount
of anxiety on our account.
In the first paragraph is a statement that
bears most directly upon our General, charghim with retaining a man upon his statT, who
by “habitual drunkenness,” keeps the meu of
the brigade on short rations. Was it on account of the commissary’s drunkenness that
the Baltimore 4 Ohio Canal was cut, causing
a want of provisions for some days at Edward's
Ferry? When supplies could be had from
Washington, we had rations that at this time
we should call ample; but it must be borne in
mind that we had but just come into the field,
and knew neither how to husbanAnr rations
nor bow to live on field food.
Soft bread it is
not furnished soldiers in the field.
Your correspondent “T.” undoubtedly forgets that our shelter tents were dealt out to
us and used at Edward's Ferry,
on a most

disagreeable night. The experience was not entirely new, as many of us had used small
spreads made in precisely the same manner as

the shelter tents of our rubber blankets. We
toted our houses on our backs from the Ferry
to White’s Ford encampment.
Again he is
mistaken in calling them “thin, coarse,‘slazy,’
cotton sheets.” They are in fact most of them
made from Bates or Pepperell fine drills, the
closest and best, and lightest material that can
be furnished for the purpose. Can a man carry half a tent in addition to his other furniture made of the heaviest kind of cotton goods ?
It is surely enough to place upon his knapsack
a piece of drilling that will lie at once
light,
fine, close, and as far as |>ossible the best
for
the
This
has
been done,
adapted
purpose.
and to-day's experience shows that they keep
out the wet, as well as anything of the kind
could lie expected to. Are our men to see comfortable quarters while liere? Surely not, and
for this reason. Our regiment is allowed six
teams for transportation, but by the kindness
of Gen. Berry, we are permitted the use of one
extra. One of these teams Is tor transportation of hospital materials, medicines, A c.; one
for transportation of baggage of Held and stafl'
officers, tents, personal, 4c.; one for use of
Quartermaster and commissary stores; one
for the hauling of line officer's
baggage: and
one team has been used for the
purpose of carrying knapsacks, guns and equipments belongiug to the sick of the regiment, thus leaving
but one team for
transportation of food either
for man or beast; yet when after a inarch of
three days or more, we
camp, and the haversacks become empty, we bear from all sides
loud notes of complaint, iflood is not supplied
from this one team and its
mate, sufficient to
feed a regiment of 750 hearty
men, and with
this fact staring them in the
face, our officers
wish for tents that the teams must of neccssi-

verted into houses as much better than a common A tent, as the latter is better than none
at all.
Again. “In order to the speedy settlement
of these national troubles, an advance must be
made while the roads are in condition.” How
is an advance to l>e made ? Some of the men
In an adjoining brigade, have been until this
week obliged to go barefooted, and I need not
take “T.” beyond the limits of his own
company to show him men who are absolutely in
need of clothing to protect their feet and limits
from the rain and cold. We are short of clothing. Stockings are scarce, shirts are few in
number, while pants and drawers are almost
worn out, and a thin summer blouse is all the
men have to cover their bodies
except their
overcoats, which many are compelled to wear
to cover their rags, and then hover about the
fires to keep warm. Would “T.” order a march
under these circumstances, knowing that every new move only increases the distance from
the depot of supplies, and that a halt must be
made somewhere to enable the boys to clothe
themselves, so as not to freeze while moving
away from the articles necessary to keep them
warm ?
But our clothing has arrived, though
the supply came by steam, and not by the slow
coach drawn by mules or horses. The men
will be comfortable soon.
The boys are reveling in the luxuries of rich
baked beans, boiled rice, roast !>eef done on a
stick, and a dish made of hard bread powdered mixed with water and fried, making
capital fritters. Surely we cannot complain of our
and
I
grub;
yet would not give a flg fora regiment that did not have some grumblers.
They are often the lift1 of the camp.
But enough. Hoping that with the opening
of the spring, our regiment will again show j
itself in the old loved Forest City, we close.’
F.

Stonewall Jackson.—The following anecdote is taken from the Richmond correspondence ol' the Charleston Mercury:
“Here are 1 wo anecdotes about Jackson. A
Yankee captain captured in the battles beyond
Richmond, was brought to some brigadier's
headquarters. Being fatigued, he laid dow n
under a tree to rest.
Pretty soon Gen. Lee
and start' rode up. The Yankee asked who be
was, and when told, praised his soldierly appearance in extravagant terms. Not long after, Jackson and ills staff rode up. When told
that that was Jackson, the Yankee bounced
to his feet in great excitement, showing that
he was much more anxious to see old Stonewall than 1 A-e. He gazed at him a long time.
‘And that's Stouewall Jackson!’
‘Y'es.’—
‘Waal. I swan, lie aint much for looks.’ And
with that he laid down and weut to sleep.
During the same battles a straggler, who
had built a Held lire in the old anu w as enjoying it all to himself, observed what lie took to
be a squad of cavalry. The man in front seemed to lie reeling in liis saddle. The straggler
ran out to him and said,‘Look here,old fellow,
you are mighty liappy. \\ Here aiu you get
your liquor from? (fiveme some; I'm ns ury
ns a powder boru.'
Imagine his feelings when
he found it was Jackson—the most ungraceful rider in the army, mid who naturally sways
from side to side as if he were ‘three Bheets in
the wind.’
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BUSINESS CARDS.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

JOHN LYNCH A CO,

8. H. C OLEH WORTHY,

"\A7'li.olesa,le

FURNITURE,
Lounges, Bedsteads,

SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEW.CUSH-

COMMISSION

148

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

Latest from

Headquarters

!

Exchnnge Street, Portland.

Copartnership

WE

FROST
and

dc

together

Flonr,

shall

keep

con-

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt,&c.
AMARIAH FROST,
Nov.

rortland,

1,1882.

HOODS,

ADDISON FRYE.

Of every description,

Mass its. Flost k FavEhaving leased my Mill and
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfully rccommend them to my customers.
Portland, Nov. 1,1862.
novd tf

D.

NEW

Is

AT

selling, regardless of Cost,

BURLEIGH'S.

Commercial Street,
_•_

Also

And is

AND

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the best materia:,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

BY-

Tailor,

...

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je23dtf

Of every description, made to order and warranted
to fit.

1STew

C BOSH AN
The

largest and

best selected stock of

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

-and-

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
-Ever offered in Maine,

can

be obtained at-

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

And solicit a share of public patrouage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHA8. F. CROSMAN.
THUS. H. POOR,
je24tf

dispensary

BURLEIGH’S,
as

to warrant

entire sat-

ure

call them to the "Forest

ft

SALE.

war-

LEWIS,
Square, h'd Preble St.

1862.

dtf

FLOUB, CORN AND PRODUCE,
Wo. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

AND TRIMMING GOODS

PORTLAND,
ANDREW T.

Are unlimited in
be sold very

quantity, quality

low, at wholesale

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

on

or

before pur*
bought before the great

to look at
it

was

price, and will
retail, for caeb.
or

our

stock

DOLE.

OF-

eodtf

^

FOR SOLEIMG

OK

Hilton’s

d6m

SAIL CLOTH.

Cement,

Insolvable in Water

FURXITURE.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1862.

IVIEMDIMG

Boots anil Shoe**.

CLOSETS,

E. G. Mayo,

Street, Portland, Me.

GLASS

or

Oil—for

IVORY, ROXE, CROCKERY,
AXD EARTH EX WARE.

It is invaluable for sole ng or patching Boots and
Shoes, and for cementing Leather Belting it has no
equal.
Ouly 26 Coots per Bottle, at

novl7

Ju

J.

ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TO 6.

ANB EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,

ALSO ON HAND

Steam Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Whole-

For sale

sale

8t. Peter

Street,QUEBEC*

W-Samples ou hand,
Oct. 11—6m

and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN & CO.,
Front Street, Bath.

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

Foreign

Dry Goods,

W.

(Formerly E. Shaw
No. 88 MIDDLE

&

Co.)

Merchants,

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
—

AND DEALERS IN

and Cabin

MO CL Toy'S

Portland,

Stores,

Me.

•^•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,

II.

C.

LOVELL

GOODS,

B.

S.

And taken the store

as

well

as

city.
yXo trouble to show goods: call aud
purchasing elsewhere.

85

be

supplied

before

Merchants,

33 33 8 T

ed and trimmed

rebel sym-

C.

prices by ad-

H.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

Thomas

Block,

Of every description, including Taylor’s Self*
SrppoRTiNo Drawer, the best Kind ever made.
gy" All orders for Repairing Furniture, VarnishChair Seating. Glazing, Ac.,
ing.
Jul81tf
promptly attended to.

Upholstering,

PORTLAND. ME.

L.

j

Pi«»r mid Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames, with
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt finish made
to order, of any size, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glassy and
elates re-set in old frames, by
MORRISON ft CO.. 26. Market Square.

j

Boys, Boys, Boys.

WITH

given to CUTTING and
GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland, Aug. 6. 1862

141 Middle

J.

CROSS,

Street,

dly

deco ed3w

returned from the

vicinity.

SURGERY, warrants
this branch.
Residence and Office—71
uov 27 dtf

Free Street

THE

OF

CONDITION

Holyoke .Mutual

UXDEIZl

Lanoaster

Hall.

;

►IT All kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK
done to order, at short notice.
no*20

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
8100 Bounty Money, Back Pay,

Amount of

Invalid

as

Liabilities, 418,121 81

follows,

via:

940,872 87
Bank Stock.
41.906 08
12.529 86
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.
j U. States.State and City Bonds, 19,961 09
Investments in

Mortgages.

on collateral and notes
6.542 49
receivable.
Real Estate.
2.415 17
Cash ©u hand.
6.667 49
906 41
Balances in hands of Agents,
I nterest earned and sunary assets. 2.90G 89

Loans

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, iu the liue of duty.

Company

Capital Stock.9667,748 48

of Notes and Statute

Cash Assets,

dying

or

U. 8. service.

Fire Ins.

IN SALEM. MASS
On the flret dnv of November, being; the dnte of its
exhibit next preceding Dec. 1, 1802.

Consisting

9139.696 67
9667,748 48

910.573.288 21
| Amount at Risk.
Amouht or Liabilities, (other than amount at
risk.) vis:
93,100 00
Claims for Losses,
Fonslons
There are uo other liabilities, unless ©f bills B©t
rendered fbr expenses.
Procured for widows or children ol Officers and SolAUGUSTUS STORY. President.
diers who have died while in the service of the UnA
TH06 H. JOHNSON.Secretary.
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay eu
|F This Company is payiug a dividend of 95 per
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
I cent, on yearly, and 33 1-3 percent, on three and
Fees, for each Pension obtained, Five Dollars.
five year Policies, at their expiration.
All Claims agaiust the Government will rcee
ELIPHALET WEBSTER. Agent.
prompt attention.
Post Office address
Bio. 162 1.2 Fore SI., PortlAmd.
dec3 d3w
SETH E. DEED?

Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
sepZOdft wl4tf

Coals,

Augusta* Me.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
Joseph

B. Hall.
Sec’y of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,

Hon.

I

State Treasurer.

Pants, Vests, Jackets,

KI

Cut, made and trimmed by
A. D.
it*

REEVES,
EXCHANGE

Compauv
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton. Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscriber* in shares of 990 each.
Maps, with ftill information, can be bad by calling on
a

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
102 Middle Street. Portlaw®.

Portland, August 6, 1**S

dir

dtf

une

Tailor,
srKEKT.

LAND COMPANY hhve par*

MISSOI
chased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
THE
large tract of laud in Northern Missouri,

Ladies' Riding Habits, Ac.,

tenders

absent—in PRACTICAL
him in calling attention to

experience—while

J. W. MI Xf.ER, Afftit.

The Vetrified Water and Drain Pipe.

Army, again
his professional services to the people of PortHAVING
land aud
His

property.
three, or

Statement

-A LAO. AGKirr FOR-

Hon. Lot M

wtm N. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfaction.
Je28tf

Agency,

105 KIDDLE STREET.

GOODS,

Portland. Me.

Watch-Maker,

of the Peaoa.

Policies issued on Real and Personal
Risks taken on Dwelling Houses for one,
five rears, very low

KKPXREKrK*:

gv

927,904 06

Office of the Portland

Registers, Ventilators, Ac.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

DK. PEKRV

attention

MAKING BOYS’
PARTICULAR

08

-C. 11. B. also manuikctures-

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, ASD DRAWER-WORK

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

Complete

HOUSE FURNISHING

:

No other liabilities to Banks or Individuals except Office Expenses.
Amount at risk. Nov. 1. 1862.
930.580.587 28
Amount necessary- to rc-insure the above,
84.865 42
WM. CONNER, Jr., Secretary.
[Signed]

Assortment of

Pay, kc.,

JOHN! W. PERKINS A CO.,

DRUGS, DTE STUFFS, GLASS WARE,

5,200 00

33,.920 69

All outstandlng Claims.

-ALSO-

in the

BLAKE'S,

No. 30 UNION STREET.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

10,000 00

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I
f
County of HampJen. ss.
Sworu to before me.
Geo. Walked, Justice
(Signed)

andoreigned is prepared to obtain from the
Style, THE
United State* Government, *100 Bounty Money,
for heirs of Officers
Back
Soldiers

And will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

6,906 98
16,372 82
16,016 00

9300,581 88 390,581 58

HOWARD,

And Pension*.

ARE AT-

as follows

tate, within the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,
80,473 58
1207 shares bank Stocks, as per
schedule.
124.20619
638 shares Railroad stocks,
75,750 00
Railroad bond**.
7,560 00
Loans on Personal and Collateral
Security.
8.842 62
All other Securities.
6.364 13

celebrated Baratow Stove Co.

A

CASKETS,

In the ]S"eatest

9200,000 00
190,581 88
-9388,581 88

Fee Contra

—AND—

boldly,

Oct. 23.d&w tf.

Jul29dAwly

From the

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. julSldtim Ja’s P. Champlin.

To be found in this city, of every description, finish*

JOHN M. TODD, Portland, Me.

86 Commercial Street,

Assets

Stoves, Furnaces and Ranges,

ocl8

COFFINS

I say it
and
if any one buys my
like it, I will reftind
bottle with oue hall

at wholesale

«ee

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,

John

paid up,

Cash.

;

—DKAL£B IX—

AND DEALERS IN-

33

Dyo!

or

New

FOR SALE BY

F. A.

TWITCIIELL & nnnPLI.V

AFTER

rebel,

I

friends and

own

and at AS LOW PRICKS as the same quality and
stvle can be purchased, at any other place in the

Twenty Years’ experience, and years of
experiment, I have at last fouud the

its contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any

Company,
throughout

stand unrivalled

But the novel—the peculiar feature of the MODEL
COOK—that wliich distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Roasting < >ven with! 1
the body of the stove aud in front of the Are; so arranged that it can be used separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherever these stoves have been used, they have
given universal satisfaction.

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,

Commission

all

Surplus,

enabling
person using
preserve either a
wood or coal tire for mauv hours, by simply closing
i the draft slide, thus securing great economy in time,
I aud in cost of fuel, an well as avoiding the dost consequent upon rekindling.
:
•
ROASTING AND BAKING.

Street,

their

Castings

Cfo,

with the Laws of the State of Maine.

Capital Stock,

Cash in hands of Agent* in course
England.
of transmission,
The senior partner of the Company, whose
915,400 U.8. 7.80 Treasury Notes,
experience of nearly a quarter of a
910.000 U. 8 6 per ceut. 'tertittcentury in the Stove
cate* ot Indebtedness,
1
; Manufacture, says—that by an
! 96,000 U. 8. 6 per cent. Coupon
AIR TIGHT STOVE
Bond*. 1881.
Heal Estate owned by the Comwe mean a stove so perfectly fitted as to place the
pany, unincumbered.
draft of the stove eutirely within the control of the
Loans on Mortgage* of Real Eshim to
it;

|
G O W E L L,
occupied by him, (129
recently to
furnish Mr. Gowell's

Middle Street.) are prepared

former customers,
the public, with

dAw6m7

For coloring Hair in the world.
mean it.
And say forther, that
Dye, and after trying, does not
the money on returning me the

SOU,

dc

Foreign and Domestic

DRY

On the First

PUBLIC.

1

—DEALERS IK—

Gray Beards, Attend!

can

and

PORTLAND, ME.

Je28tf

and Charters for vessels.

August 2. 1862.

pathizer.
Agents
dressiug

Work

Csrarr of Pearl aad Federal Sta»,

Long Wh’f,

JOSEPH HALX.

YEATON,

Best

Soap Stone,

Monumental
Orindstoues.

TO T H Fa

1 bmiranee

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
day of November, 1862. in conformity

OF

—

BLOCK,

Corner Commercial 8t. and

purchasing Cargoes

to receive orders for

Free Stone,

of

Stoves,

Barstow Stove

stock of

STREET,

YEATON A HALE,

and

OFFERED

Fire wmat Mariue

is the line

Manufactured by the

Would iuform the public that haring purchased the I

^^^djes wear, and invite all his old customers
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their “understandings.’*
W. W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES aog&—6n»d

JOHN

outfit.
J. R. DURAN.

Work.

120 Middle

As usual.keeps constantly supplied with fresh
SHI and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in everv variety and style for gentlemen's and laf

Ship

EVER

traveling

Chimney Pieces,

LOTHKOF,

Commission

prepared

improvements

Oook

ar-

com-

manner.

Works 6 Union 8t., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
jnltdtf

W.

—

Marble

FITTING,

GAS

Done in the best

LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,

Is

Marble,

Itetail.

or

STEAM AND

by

greatest

of modern

THR-

-OF

Springfield

With Two Ovens,
The

THOMPSON,

It.

STATEMENT OF*THE CONDITION
•

Whose

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

ROPE CORDAGE. &C..

a

d6in

Ivl arbl©

MANUFACTURER OF

Of various descriptions.

BOLT

1*52

28.dfcwtf

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

MIDDLE STREET.

crlption

every

40.

Jane

The Model Cook!

MANUFACTORY,

establishment,

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
Of Proride»ee.
Purser Srccritt. which ought alwara to ha tha
■Oral consideration in effecting insurance, to hereof,
fored to the pnblic, at the m*h( rale, qf premium
adopted by found and re .ptmeihle ootnpaalea.
OffiMia "Bogd aBaikUag." opposite PmtOOoa.

hopes

Carpet-Bags,

$frock of the above

Equitable

ihea this well-known house anew, and is
better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers, and
by strict attention to their wmats
to merit a continuance of the
patrouage which he baa
hitherto received.
E. G MAYO
Pasaadumkeag, June 23.1862.
dfcwtf

--

aud Fashionable

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Snrpin, *417,000.
Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of Naw York.
Caah Capital and Surplus, 4.80.000.
Of New York.

MAINS.

»ow

Exchange & Federal Streets.

J. L. U INNLOW, Agent,

(A substitute for Cotton.)

UIBLEACIEB CANVAS, TIT I REB STRIPE,

Corner

v

National Insurance Comp-ny.
Cuh Capital and SurplM a660,MO.

Of Boston.

very respectfully anto his numerous friends, ana the
generally, that during the temporary
wrapuJsory suspension of his business be

Trunks ! Trunk a !
VALISES, P0ETMAJITEAU8,

ticles ma> be found at this
ALAR
do
for

WARREN SPARROW,
cer. et
Exekaaf, tL,
PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following Firrt Clam InnraneeOoV.
Office 74 Middle,

public

best manner, and all orfaithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
on
Load
hir.u,
Constantly
Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
july29dly

No. 105

SPARROW,

IISUBAIGI.

* •

nounce

EVERY

DURAN'S

FIRE

|THFs subscriber would

and set up iii the
arranged
ders in town or country

prising

STORE,

LORING’S DRUG

BL11CHD FLAX BUCK, WITH BLUE STRIPES,

mending

WARREN

Guir.il Aoejtt for thr State of Maur
Office Xo.74Middle st.,opposite PoMotlte.
PortlRRd, Oct. 17, l»a.
ocl7 dta

Proprietor.

PA88ADUMKEAO,

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silver Plated Cocks.
Description of Water Fixture for Dwelling Houses, Hotel.*, Public Buildings, Ships, Ac.,

S

COM PANT IN THE
UNITED STATES.
Further information will be cheerfully furnished
on application by mail or otherwise to

CENTRAL HOUSE,

promptly

FRANKLIN C MOODY.

June 22.

goods.

163 Middle Street,

Me.

ANT OTHER

dtf

Terwau M•Aerate by (be Work wr Day.
Bath, June 23.1802.
dtf

A.

No. 124 Exchange

coonevrA

—

TRASK dr

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

Stable

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delichtfhllv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from
the sea, and affords one of the most
e—,
inviting retreat, from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
The Saoadahock is one of the finest, most
spacions and best appointed Hotel- in the
State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom llonse, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

Merchants,

d»jr.

SI per

BATH. MAINE.

pricer vhich defy competition.
B.—Large Ambrotvpes only Fifteen Cents.

-MAKER

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBEM OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEAR 1961, THAN

IT

•.‘Terms

SAGADAIIOCK HOUSE,
AITreU Carr,
Proprietor.

Photograph,

subject to Forfeiture.

not

and upon which the premium* cea*e at the end often
year*, whereby under any and all cim<m*tance$ the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design of
the assured be attained, either in whole or in
part, in
proportion to the amount of premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of the
and
prosperity
succe** of this
Company than the fact shown bv7 the
recently published official reports, via: that

HOTEL,

Bath, June 23.1662.

satisfaction,

July 14th,

life Policiea

City."

with house.

not (hi)

27 Market

Li**? 8Hi>RT T*r*'

il

see

886, Washishton St., Bath.

B

call at No. 27 Market Square, where
DOthey taketoPERFECT
LIKENESSES, and
at
N.

to call and

R]*

By C. M. PLUM MK

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

travelling coifftnunity

BATH

YOU
or

f pnrely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among its members
annually.
In addition to all the various forms of Wroli
Kxdowmext and Asrvrrnr
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance
introduced by thin
Company some two years since, vis: the issuing of

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland. Auk. 19. lwa
*

-WAIT THE-

GENERAL

Commission

the

Portland.

Ambrotype

HOUSE.”

he knows “how to keep a hotei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or
pleas-

Splinta,

373 Congress Street,
sngtmf

rant

one
^ Oldest, Safest and most Surressfnl
Companies in the United State#, and afford# to
to participate in the benefit* of Life
advantages not excelled, and in some re*
specta not equalled by any other in this country.
Strict Economy—Care in its Risks, and
Safe Incestments, characterize its management.
«

wishing
persons
Insurance,

THE undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he ha* leaned the above llonse,
on Federal Street, Portlaud,
nd invites

fl|l||aj

FOR

CRUTCHES,

WILLIAM

MOODY,

A

rrflbfR

SPBC/MBX LIMBS MA Y BE SEEK A T

Best

store, No. 75 Middle Street,
(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

DOLE

All of which will be sold so
isfaction to the purchaser.

Sc POOR,

taken

HAVE

“ELM

LIMBS,

Sheet Gntta Percha for

IP

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollar#.

dti

HOTELS.

PALMER’S

Drug Store!

THIS

Street

Cloths,

ARTIFICIAL

AND

Company has paid since tte organization to
Widows, Orphans aud Creditors of the Assured *
upwards of

}}
Life

-AGENT FOR-

dly

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

WORK,

Evchaage

S3

full assortment of

-ALSO.-

Portland. Aug. 6,1862.

TWO MILLIOMS AMD A QUARTER.

>

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

^B

TACTICSj

HALL L. DAVIS.

Apothecary,

i,YDEdfl’^rrt“,y-

_B.th,July3.1S62.t'

Army Regulations.

L. H. TITCO.HB,

HARDING, Preeident,

5

Mew York Life liiMirancc (
omp'y,
Established In 1S46—Net Capital oror

CASEY'S U. S.

dtf

j
»yvid i-anra
*. C. Jaoieaoa.

NEW EDITION OF

to

S'S EXCHANGE STREET,

Sugar Refinery,
CUSTOM

a

G. E. R. Fatten,
Robinson, E K Hirdiaf,
*
i»

Hoeee.
t.amiett,

Mutual Life Insurance.

make them up at Bhort notice.'
Call and See,

prepared

NAVY

by

—

BOSTON,

RECTOR.

Drummond,
y™.
Sam i I

1

«

New Works !

selected Stock of

well

Portland, Sept. 24.1862.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

MILITARY

above store

and Families upplied with Medicines and
Cases renewed and vials refilled.
24.1862,
eodfira

June

Cloths, Cassimerea and Vestings!

Portland. Me.
je23tf

A. D. REEVES,

e

Beet. 27.1862.

HEAD OF MERRILL S WHARF,

—

AND

"®

Arthur s. «ati
J. H. Me Eel Ian. Lcwl. Black
mer,
Jaa. F. 1 atten, 8. A.
Houghton.

REEVES,

large and

a

Sr
iy1'Cfr
M. r

seavey.

m.
books.

novl tf

Military

HEALERS III-

ARMY

j

YORK

Pr(,P*r-<l to make ineoranee on tho
marine rids, not exceeding
$10,000 in any One Risk.

usual.

Physicians

The Tailor,

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Summer Clothing

For sale at t'

HABJCBT RETURNED PROM

—

as

l'*?

principle. agaiust
I’ I

1

HENRY L. PAINE,
WILLIAM C. HOW,

A»<*
matual

Picture-Framing,

atly

nv

£ps^k“2^ctrp“r
#200,000;

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES,

Rooting Slate,
Commoroial Street,

W. C. BRADLEY,

ALBERT WEBB dc AO,

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

Done

Coal, Wood and

A-.

and

Book-Binding

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOWk CO.,)

With

IILITAk"'

LYNCH.

Opposite Smith’s Wharf..Portland, Mb.

have taken Store

we

THOI.

HENRY L. PAINE &

275

FRYE,

nemr Commercial Wharf—where
stantly on hand,

BARKEN,

-Dealers in-

No. lOO Commercial Street,

163 Aliddle Street.

PELEO

jeffldtf

Notice.

liave this day associated ourselves
under tho name and Myie of

GREAT EXCITEMENT

AT BLBLE1GR S,

JOHN LYNCH,

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and l>irectors of the Bath Mutua 1
•*” uo,i~ th* ,b*lr

TO So. 92 KjniiSQI STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may De in
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

Portland, Me.

tV Hair Mattresses reapvated. furniture repaired aud varuisiied. Chairs re-eaned iu an improved manner. Second-hand furniture bought
■old or exchanged.
julaOdtlm

BATH

Xlaritoe Insurance Company.

BOOKS, STATIONARY, PICTURES,
Retire Fraaei, Paper Hu ;nta Futjfioodi, it., it,

MERCHANTS,

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgery’s Wharf,)

IONS, Ac., Ac.

INSURANCE.

Hu removed Ui* stock of

Grocers,

AND

--

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

NO. 160.

_

rAUKEK,

F.

UPHOLSTERER

Semmf.s and Maffit of the “290.”—Biographers have sometimes mistaken the notorious captain of the Alabama lor a less celebrated namesake. The pirate is not Alexander, hut Kaffael Senimes, who was never put
JAMES P. SLEEPER,
upon the retired list lor going at a “2.40, or a
2.90" pace. Vanity Fair to the contrary notFURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
withstanding. The Seinmes is a lialtiinoriaii,
No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
or a native of Maryland at least,
lie was the
tlfty-elghth commander in the U. S. Navy Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, keens conwhen he resigned.
stantly on hand all the various kinds of
Captain Radford, now
commander of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, had
COFFINS
AND CASKETS,
beei. a year in the service before’ him. Ca|>Now in Use,
Dahlgren, chief of the Ordnance Bureau, was
a middy with him.
Captain Rowan, npi>oint- And will make 'o order anything of this kind that
ed to command our great harbor battery;—
may be orderea, «t short notice, from the cheaitest to
! the very best. B} giving *nv strict and undivided
Captain Boggs, of the Varuna; Commodore attention to the manufacturing,
lining and triminiug
Goldsborough, of the Minnesota: Captain of the above, 1 can ftiruish them cheaper than any
of
the
and
one
else.
other distinIJrayton,
Passaic,
JAMES I*. SLEEPER.
Aug. 6. 1862.
guished men were his schoolmates. They all
know him well, and fear that he will not be
WOODMAN, TRUE A COH
caught with chaff. He was a midshipman on
board the old Lexington, and commanded the
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
brig Somers, when she made tier famous “capsize.” The energy and pluck of Seinmes aland Domestic
ways commanded respect. While he was inAM JOBBERS OF CLOTHING.
MANUFACTURERS
of
the
spector
Lighthouse Board, a position
Nos. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.
he tilled before the war, those who opposed
him once never did twice. He can beat any
Alfred Woodman,
Geo. W. Woodman,
steamer in the navy, if his vessel has the speed
Charles Bailey.
Seth B. llersey,
aug20d&wtf
that report says.
Apprehensions are felt that he may obtain
CONDENSED STATEMENT
some of our new signal books, which would
enable him to coal beside one of our naval
-OF THEvessels in a foriegn port, if none of our offiMassachusetts
Ins. Co.,
Western
cers there knew him.
In this city a first-class
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,
private house is occupied by a near female relative of the dashing pirate, and it is said that
November 1—in compliance with the laws of Maine.
one of his children, who is now being educated iu Baltimore had her father's daguerreo$150,000 OO
Capital Stock, all paid up,
type copied in Broadway, that ail his friends
over Capital,
$89,761 19
might have souvenirs of him. There arc three Surplus
AftBKTB, Aft FOLLOWS, VIE
or four members of his family in Brooklyn, all
Bank St<»ckg—market vAlue,
£49,292 50
in respectable positions.
Railroad and Gao Stocks,
17,955 00
Ills ItUiUT HAND MAN.
Loans ou mortgages of Real Estate, valSeinmes is not a whit greater dare-devil
ued at over £300.000,
122,769 82
22,915 71
Loans, on Bank and other stocks,
than John N. Maffit, who is reported to be his
Cash ou baud and in hands of Agent*.
2L633 69
second in command. Maffit is an Irishman,
! Other investments and accrued interest,
1,498 00
whose father was a pious clergyman, which ; Personal property,
1,096 47
John, on more than one occasion, declared to
be “the meanest profession under the sun.” Iu
$239,761 19
Liabilities.
18112 he was admitted to the navy, and, singuaud due—None.
larly enough, was classmate with Mr. Rocken- Losses adjusted
£2,694 00
unadjusted,
dorf, whom he has just outwitted. He was
reported and not due, 7,300 00
the last commander of the steam gun-boat
£9 994 00
Crusader, one of Cromwell’s vessels, bought
EX8IGN II. KELLOGG, President.
by our navy. His ap|K>intment was credited
J. X. DUNHAM, Secretary.
to Georgia, which he called the “native state
Pittsfield, Nov. 1, 1862.
On hoard the little
! of his naturalization.”
Sworn to before me,
Sam'l E. Howe, Justice of the Peace.
brig Dolphin he captured tin* brig Echo, with
the cargo of negroes which was subsequently
sent to Africa in the Niagara. He is personStores,Merchandize, Dwellings, Houseally very brave, even to rashness, and is a vehold Furniture,
ry able seaman.—[N. Y. World.
and other good property, insured on favorable terms.
f irst ('lass />myIIin//s in the city, or country villages, and Farm property taken for one, three or
NOTICE.
five years, at L O \VF.S T ft A TES.
A NY person having from Five to Ten Hundred
to invest, may learn of au established
j 2m. Dollars
W. D. LITTLE, General Agent.
business, iu which a large'portion of the citizens ol
Portland are interested, which will give constant em...
Office
31 Exchange Street.
bv
and
ployment
pay well,
addressing
I
decl dtf
BUSINESS, Daily Press Office.
dec2 eod3w&w24

[

DECEMBER 16, 1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

___

evening.

fice

men will probably
provided before long with A tents. They
cannot be carried, and as was remarked at the
outset, by taking a little pains, these self same
“thin, coarse, ‘slazy,cotton sheets,” can lie con-

be

»

POSTER, GILMAN amt

♦

■■

la pubiiibed at No. 82} EXCHANGE STKEET,
in FOX BLOCK, by

N. A•

CORNING,

TUESDAY

^L

-;

Old Frame, Re^silt,

AND

RENEWED by

_

MORRISON ft CO

THE DAILY PRESS.

| logical firebrand,

the

“Essays

and

Reviews,”

thus writes to the Times :

The landowners have not yet, as it seems to
me, appreciated the greatness of the need.
The landowner, like the millowner, has been
enriched by the presence of the men who are
Tuesday Morning, December 16, 1862,
now in want.
But the millowner has risked
——* »»*-—
his capital, has given his time and the labor of
his brain to make hi- money. The landowner
The Portland Daily Press has the largest may have spent his time in social enjoyments,
circulation of any daily paper in may have lived at I’aris or Italy, and yet, without costing him an effort or a care, his propthe oity.
erty has steadily Increased 111 value, because
busy men have come near him to work. If the
riches of the millowner are liable to the deThe Distress in Lancashire.
mand of the operatives, much more are those
of the landowner; and this terrible crisis has
The suffering in the cotton manufacturing
seriously damaged the former, while it has left
districts of England shows no signs of abatethe latter almost or quite unscathed.
ment. By this time it is estimated tliai 300,That the property of the county is well able
000, representing more than 600.000 persons, to bear the burden there cannot be the slightest doubt.
If Parliament is to interfere, the
are dependent on charity for daily bread.—
burThese 30O,OQOhauds earn, when at work, some- \ interference should consist in putting the
den on the right shoulders, not in transferring
thing near $815,000 a week; these figures
it to the shoulders of the nation.
measure approximately the gross sum of want (
If this be true, and the amount and nature
but
world’s
to
the
give of the evidence is conclusive, it is to be hoped
bounty,
which appeals
no hint of the pain and shame, pain of hunthat the burden will find the right shoulders;
ger, and shame of beggary, they represent. A
and so long as the shoulders are unprotected
he
near
found
in
Manchester says
clergyman
this just burden, may the lash of a world’s
by
one house nine persons, who had been withLet us not howevscorn descend upon them.
out Are for seven days, and whose only food
er hastily infer that we are discharged from all
six
of
tor that time had been
pounds
oatmeal; obligation liccause the property of Lancashire
in another were ten persons, who had lived a
is able to bear the burden. The sufferers are
week on eighty cents; in the next were eight
not thereby relieved; and, remember, they are
grown persons without food, or the means of our friends. Time also must elapse before the
procuring it; the wife had just given birth to resources of the county can be brought into
twins, and one of them had died. Close on full operation; and meanwhile the American
the heels of famine creeps pestilence. “The
contributions may save many lives even.
true spotted typhus fever,’’ says the London
Lancet, “the famine fever, a dire concomitant
The London Times and Gen. McClellan.
of prolonged dearth, is slowly but surely exIt will be remembered that when Bull Run
tending its ravages in the Lancashire district.” Russell, the
“special correspondent” of the
This fever is caused by long exposure to cold
London Times, with Gen. McClellan’s consent
or moisture, nnd by irregular or deficient diet.
to follow his army to the Peninsula, had snugIt can only be subdued by attacking and rely stowed himself on board a government
moving these causes.
transport, with his carriage, bis horses, and
Such is a faint outline of the bare physical
Stanton he
order of
POBTLAITD,

MAINE

regular

j

Secretary
plank,” taking his
traps with him, and was thus refused the privilege which he sought of hanging upon the
servants, by

facts which characterize the Lancanshire famine. The temper of the operatives is admira-

was

very unwilling to
receive assistance; but since the vast calamity
has enveloped the whole community this nat-

ble.

For

a

time

they

were

ui

our

disparage

uruiy

uprrttuuup,

ami traduce

us

umt

before tile

mipii

world in

Jo ask aid
ural repugnance has given way.
is no longer a private and |>eculiar disgrace.—
A correspondent of the London Times for

the columns of the Times.

Nov. 27, thus describes the patience and
age of these poor people:

courtesy, and with republican notions of civility to swaggering attaches of the English

Many

of them

were

dejected,

It is remembered,
too, how he went off suddenly to London, disgusted alike, of course, with Stanton's dis-

indeed almost

press.
From that time the

prostrate. Many showed in their faces the
terrible struggle through which they had passed before consenting to accept relief. One, a

so

much gusto

to lie

in

defeat

I

Virginia;

!

others” with whom the “wish is

ex-

firevent

j
j

nothing

AND

SELECTED.

]?Y TELEGRAPH

j

A great defeat in Virginia would bring hack
McClellan with augmented power and reputation, and would finish up the present decaying
Government. Such inay be the calculations
of the obedient General who formed the army
of the I’otomac, and if such be the thoughts
that swayed him they seem to be shared by a
great many others.
The Times goes on with a long rigmarole
about panic in the New York stock market,
up of gold and

creeping

the

all of

exchanges,

which “uneasy feeling is doubtless complimentary to McClellan, and must be (unsatisfactory
to Lincoln”; flings at Gen. Halleck for his

“long letter ofindictment against McClellan,”
and finally winds up with the following somewhat ambiguous but pregnant language:
Some of flic Americans evidently looked
wistfully to Lord Lyons, who is just arrived
at Washington; but it is clear that what McClellan dares not soy. and Seymour dorrs not
soy, would not he prudently said by foreign11’ it be true,

the Southerners boast,
that they are massing their forces on the Rapthe
to
fight
pahannock
greatest battle of the
war. the fortune of such a battle may change
all things; but in default of some fuel of this
kind, the fire seems to lie sinking, and perhaps
McClellan may he out of fashion and forgotten
before the next Presidential election comes oil'.
ers.

as

We have never desired to believe

a

word

adverse to the strict integrity of Gen. Mcnor do we uow believe that he can

Clellan,

lend his countenance to the vile

use

that is be-

ing

made of his name, or that he can be otherwise than annoyed by such desperate men in
the furtherance of a
are

we

fied

desperate cause. But if
this, if McClellan is satissuggestions of usurpation and in-

mistaken in

to have

which such
ed

by his

a

course

oil

his part would tie hail-

soldiers and the members of

party, then his removal did

not

take

a

great

place

a

further, and say
as an angel, and
as patriotic as Aristidcs.so long as he is young,
possessed of the ordinary feelings of ambition,
bas human passions and weaknesses, he would
be a dangerous man at the head of an army, if
moment too

soon.

We go

that were McClellan

a

moment

as

pure

he would give

tJ” We

are

ETEKIMG

ear

to

the coun-

was

the

The evening papers yesterday contained

The report that the non. Edward Evis seriously ill proves incorrect. He is
however obliged to keep within doors, and un-

keep

was

day gives

Drake,
ford

awaiting

Tuesday.December

following

Stonewall Jackson occupied the right wing,
the centre, Gen. Lee and Stuart
the lelt, while Gen. A. P. Hill's corjis acted as
the reserve.
*
Lee’s reason for occupying the left was liecause he could be on his guard against Sigel,
who threatened to outflank Him by way of

Saturday morning.
Vallandigham the notorious was in N.
York on Friday, and was complimented with
a midnight
serenade by Capt Rynders, Ben
Wood, and other Democrats of the same genon

jy Rev. Arthur B. Fuller, pastor of a
Unitarian Church in Watertown,—a very gift-

mra

M

1

Smith Emily E mr.
Smith E J mr»-( »pe E
Shaw Edward E mra
Staple. Kr.uk F mra
Stephen. Fauatina U
Smith Uu.tarua mra
Sterling Jane T
Smith Jane
Shaw L 8
Snow Makeda
Shaw Mary mra
Scott Mary mra
Swarger Fhebe A mra

mra

Hat tie* Susan mra—2

Hogau Thomas

8

wear*

Sarah A

mra

Swift Vira A

mra

Malty

A
Delia I

mra

1 M

mra

Staples Wm mra
Taylor Annie 8

•leaning*
JordanEben mra-CapeE Turner Mara E mra—2
Jobnaon Lizzie M mra
IVkerman Mary mra
Jom»a Elmira
Tufts Kuby H
Jonea J M mra
Viniug Elizabeth mra

NEWS.

Johnsou

Sam

Varney

Judkins Sophs F

Monday* December 15*
ARRIVED.
Sch Brier, Rich, Bucksport for Baltimore.
Sch Lake, Connor, Buck«port for Boston.
Sch Lion, Furbish, Rockland for New York.
Sch Ben Franklin, Patterson.Wiscasset tor Boston.
Steamer C hesapeake, Willetts, New York.
CLEARED.
Bark W E Anersou, Reed, Cardenas, by H I Rob-

The entire rebel force was estimated at
200,000 men, and occupied a front of not less
than 20 miles, The troops were tor the most
|iart veterans who hail fought through the pe-

us.
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POUT OF PORTLAND.

Culpepper.

Sa.vn Damtl

SpoSbrd Ellen

Steven. Ellen

••
llazclton Mary mra
••
Sawyer
Hooper Honina mra
Sis© P Augusta mra
Higgins K«-ul>en mra. C ESweetser Sarah mra

Hartford

Lougstreet

at Hart-

Moldon llatiio G
Harlow Mary
Harmon Matilda

HIGH WATER.
SUN.
I
| Sets.. .4.29 | Morn’g 6.46 | Kven’g 6.15

MA1UNE

8h.-dd Dianna M

Irrnch l.-bceca A
Fnwt Roth mra
Orant Eliza
.arland Emily
Oardiner Elua D
Oilman »lore J
Oraen Jea.ie A
Oardner 8 A mr.
Harri. Augustus mra
llarmon Annie P mr.
Hauler Adeliza 8 mra.for8 Nichols
merly
lleath Flora

Rises.. .7.23

account of General

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Friend Ida Flora

MINI ATI RE ALMANAC.

Franklin’s attack:

trial for the murder of Jas.

jail

the

NEW

Topsmam

Thu correspondent of the New
York Herald sjicaking of the battle of Satur-

bis lecture engagements.

committed suicide in the

DIED.
Iii this citv Di e 14th, Clara Kingsbury, daughter of
Geo. L. and Clara I'. Norton, aged 3 mouths 17 days.
; IT"Funeral this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock.
In Buxton Nov. 27th, by drowuiug, Franklin, son
of David ami Eliza A. Flood, aged In years 5 mos.
At Alexandria, Ya., Dec 6th, Thomas p. Hall, aged
24 vears, son of John Hall, of Woolwich. Me.
fu Peru Dec 9th, Mrs. Elleu, wife of Gilbert Bailey,
aged—years; 13th, of diptheria, Carroll Irish, aged
12 years.
In Brunswick Nov 28th, Mr. David Lincoln,
aged
72 years.
In Brunswick Dec 1st, Lewis T., youngest son of
and
29
Joan Sylvester, aged
Joseph
years 9 uios; 6th.
Mrs. E. K. Lord, aged 62 years; 7th, 3Irs. Hannah
Merry man, aged 79 vears 1 mouth.
In
Nov 19th, John Gould, aged 62 years.

in the details.

^y James McCulleu of SulBeld, Conn.,
who

no

telegraphic intelligence from Fredericksburg, and, in fact, not so late intelligence as
we gave yesterday morning. The telegraphic
reports were accounts of the battle on Friday
and Saturday, sent to the New York papers of
Monday by special corresjiondents. These
rejiorts do not vary from the dispatches we
have before published, though more particular

later

in i
He

erett

able to

PAPERS.

--

£yCapt. Ayer,
battery,
fight at Fredericksburg Saturday.
came out of it
uninjured.
ty The Bangor .Whig regrets to notice
that dihpthcria is again prevailing with much
fatality in many parts of the State.
with his

!

-TO THE-

father to the i
governor.

thought

sels and suggestions daily made in his hearing,
: pected, fell to abusing our government in
and evidently intended to corrupt his heart,to
general, and the Secretary of War in particu- lire his ambition, aud to make him the instrudecent shopkeeper, showed me his books to
lar. and to lauding nobody oil this side of the j ment of wicked and designing men.
prove that his whole profits fora week hail only been 6d., and asked il'I thought he had done
water—if we except the rebels—but Gen. Mcon the committee. Anothto
come
very wrong
and those who have thought, through
New England Soldiers' Keliei Association.
er spoke cheerfully, as he hoped that an Eng- j Clellan,
the weight of his name and influence, to break
lishman might feel justified iu accepting chariII. R. Warriner, President; J. B. Alvord,
down the administration, and raise to life upty to save his family from starving: but while
Secretary; K. Houghton, Superintendent.—
he spoke he turned pale, a spasm crossed his
Head Quarters, S. E. corner of Thirteenth and
on its ruins a dead and defunct
party organiface, and he rose suddenly and left the room,
Chestnut Streets.
zation. But if any man ever had reason to
while his wife burst into tears. Everywhere I
This Association, formed for the purpose of
met the marks of terrible mental suffering.
pray, in relation to foreigners as well as naassisting the sick and wounded soldiers from
But nowhere did I find any complaint against
tives, “save me Iroin my friends,” that man is the New England States, in the U. S. Army
the upper classes, any sense ofinjustice, or of
Gen. George B. McClellan. Not more disHospitals in this city, and such as may need
having been hardly used. Never was there
aid while pussing through here on their way
creet
than
have
been
John
Van
Ferseen a nobler simplicity of endurance.
Buren,
to the army or their homes, desire that those
nando Wood, and the Bellast Journal, lias been
who are interested in the subject should fully
The ordinary legal provision for the mainthe London Times, in its attempts to exalt
understand the method adopted to carry out
tenance of paupers cannot be expected to meet
this purpose.
McClellan a head and shoulders above all the
the necessities of so great a disaster. LaneaOur plan is to appoint one or more visitors
rest of his countrymen; and not more transto each hospital, whose duty it is to see every
shireseems to be doing all that could be exhave been the meanness and unworthiparent
New
England patient, and by means of a proppected of her in her corporate capacity. The
er blank, get his military history, sanitary conuess of the motives in one case than in the
rates could not tie advanced much further withdition and home address. We then endeavor
other.
out ruining the smaller ratepayers. The manto supply his necessities, ami as far as possible
In
the
Times
of
Nov.
£5th
is
an article in reufacturers are doing more than any other class
promote his general comfort. The names thus
lation to Gen. McClellan, which is interesting
obtained are reported at our “Head Quarters,”
for their workmen. One large firm distributed
with the name of the hospital nn<l number of
in showing how this European mouth-piece of
food and money among them at the rate of
the iraril and bed in which eacli each patient
slaveholding secession agrees with its sympa- is to be
$600 a week; another has spent in provisions,
found; then these names are entered
thizers on this side of the Atlantic. In the
upon the register for the State to which they
coal, and soup very nearly $3000; several have
first extract we ask the reader to notice Hie
severally belong. The subsequent changes,
furnished outdoor labor for a part of their
return to duty, and discharges or deaths are
statement that McClellan is the only Northern
hands; one young man just beginning business
also duly reported and entered. The registers
General w hom the enemies of the North redoubtless
others
not
(and
reported,) having
being oj>en for public inspection, any person,
and that he is the foremost man of a
spect,
by application at our rooms, may readily olsnothing else has given his time and energy
into
tain
the exact location of their friends from
party coming
power:
without stint; another is working up cotton,
New England.
He (McClellan) is the foremost member of
which he could sell without trouble at a profit
If a
is very ill, and not likely to rea party which is
coming into power. He is cover, patient
of ten cents a pound. “Nnw,” said a small
the relatives or friends are notified, and
the only man among the Northern Generals
the necessary instructions obtained as to the
manufacturer, who had bought yarn lor his
whom the enemies of the Iforth respect; and
disposition of the body in case of death, in the
weavers, and was ofi'efed an advance of $1500
perhaps we may even say that he is the only event
of which, if desired, we have the body
man among those Generals whom the world
on the lot, “Naw, I bowt it to keep ’em going,
embalmed and forwarded according to the inat large respects.
Vet, w hile lie is in camp structions received,
and they shall have it.”
provided the family or
surrounded by his friends, late one night a
friends defray the ex|>euses, which vary acmissive is put into his hands from a President
It has been a general opinion that this disto
the
distance
from $30 to $45. No
cording
who seems to have lost all influence, and from
tress is occasioned by the American war. That
charge is ever made for the services rendered
a Government w hich is sinking daily into conis not the case.
Since the visit of M. Felix
by the association.
tempt, and immediately this powerful GenerThe number of soldiers whose names are on
Foncon to England, and the publication of his
al lays down his command, sinks into a private
our registers at the present time is about 2000,
article in the Paris Presse, it has become more
individual, and with a short farewell to his
a large proportion of whom we have aided in
men, goes aw ay into retirement, and almost inand more apparent that nothingcould be worse
in one way or another. The donations of
to exile.
for England than the raising of the blockade,
money and clothing, thus far received, have
In the following see how adroitly allusion is
and the free importation of more cotton. This
mostly been contributed by natives of New
made
to
a
and
how
it
coup d'etat,
easily might England, resident in this city; but the daily
view is adopted by English newspapers. The
have been accomplished if American soldiers
increasing demand now compels us to ask aid
Liverpool Courier says:
from other sources, and we (eel that we have
had been the ignorant, passive, unpatriotic
Of the cause of this lamentable distress we
but to make known our wants to New England
that
the Times imagines them to be,
hirelings
think that the non-supply of American cotton
people at home, to so till our treasury, and
is not the proximate one, though it is popularstock our storeroom, that we shall be enabled
judging, probably by what it knows of the
to supply every worthy applicant.
ly assigned to be such. The closing of many merceuaiy troops of its own country:
We theremills was, we apprehend, a necessity laid upon
fore respectfully solicit from individuals and
He
to
lie
the
man
(McClellan) appears
their owners, in consequence of the diminished
only
•Aid Societies” donations of money, hospital
in America who admits that the law has any
demand for their manufactured goods, all
stores, and clothing ot all kinds, especially
force. If McClellan had wanted precedents
available markets being glutted by the heedflannel shirts and drawers (red or gray), and
or pretexts for tossing his official dismissal inless energy ol excessive exportation during the
woolen stockings.
The demand for these latto his camp fire, neither was difficult to And,
last four years. Under these circumstances,
ter articles is much greater than ice can sujtnor
far
to seek.
If it w as proper to resist by
if. mnnnt
trnlv nlliurmi flint flu* diffli'iiltiou
vly, yet the necessity fur their be inn sumdied
IIIIIIUM
IUIVC
lUf
Ulc OU|mUUL‘
connected with the non-exportation of cotton
pwc'8
in too apparent to need
stating. All urticles
Courts, and to deny tbe halieas corpus writ in
from America have as yet fairly commenced.
of clothing tee give directly to the patient.
eases
of
arrest
of
American
a
citizens, surely
“We don't want cotton,” said an eminent
Wines, jellies and preserves we mark with the
great necessity might have beeu pleaded to
Manchester salesman, "we want markets for
patient's name ami give them in charge of the
the action of a mere State Secretary's
the goods that encumber our warehouses," and
“Lady Matrons” of the hospital, to be given
etter; and if the whole municipal laws and
ho S|K>ke out the exact state of the Manchesout under the direction of the surgeon of the
individual liberties ol'America are rightly suster case, probably up to the present time.
ward; therefore donors may feel assured that
under the plea of military exigency
pended
no article is misapplied, but that the sick or
The misfortune which lias befallen the opa
similar
surely
plea might have justified a res- wounded soldier for whom it was intended gets
eratives would equally have teached them
olution of Gen. McClellan not to leave his arthe full benefit of every article sent to us lor
through the ruin of their employers, had this my leaderless while in the face of the enemy. distribution. Articles lor hospital use, such as
continent remained at peace during the last
The Times seems to understand the feelings
Shirts, Drawers, Dressing-gowns, Slippers,
Lint, Bandages, etc., are also solicited, and
of the Democrats in this country; a'any rate,
year. The war, which is the financial salvathey will be distributed to such points as our
tion of the manufacturers, is so far from being
it speaks for them, and intimates that they
visitors find most needy.
a cause of the suffering of their workmen, that
would have applauded an attempt on his part
Donations sent to us for general distribution
from other than New England States, will be
without it the miiiowners would no longer l>c
to subvert the government:
gladly received and faithfully given out, accorin a condition to relieve the misery which
To
down this party then even at the
j head strike
ding to instructions, or to those most in want.
of the Army of the Republic was an act
would no less have come upon that district.
By the term “General Hospital” being apof vigor which might have had
conimportant
These people are our friends; they are our
plied to each one, the impression has obtained
sequences had the General's ambition been
throughout the country that we have only one
kinsmen.
The English hatred of America
equal to his opportunity. If Gen McClellan
immense hospital here. The fact is, however,
lull! refused obedience there is great reason to
is only political; so far as the hatred of dewe have about twenty,
that
accommodating
believe that the army w ould have stood
by him, from 150 to 2000 patients each; therefore, a
mocracy pervades the English people, there is
and that a large party of the Democrats
letter
directed
to
the
“lT.
S.
General
little hope of sympathy in our national troubHospital,
tcould hare applauded him.
Philadelphia,” rarely reaches the patient to
les, but the working men as a body do not
Here follows more of the same kind,
mingled whom it is addressed. Those who do not know
share that hatred.
with twaddle about “saving the Constitution”
They are consistent in
the exact one to which to direct their letters
their opposition to slavery, which has never
send them to the care of this associafrom the President’s
violation; but the shouldwho
will have them promptly delivered.
presented itself in the daugerous guise of an reader will probably agree with us that the tion,
We cannot close this circular without addally to their political hopes. One employer Times’ respect for our Constitution, and its
ing what we feel sure will afford comfort to
called together his hands, told them ho- could
fear of its violation, are paralleled only
by the those who have relatives or friends in the hosno longer give them work, ami referred to the
in this city, viz: The assurance that the
demonstrations of Messrs. Van Ruren,
Wood, pitals
medical treatment and nursing which they reAmerican war as the cause. “We don't mind
«fc Co., in the same general direction.
The
ceive is generally good, ami that in most insuflering a bit,” was the reply, “if we can only Times says:
stances the latter is almost equal to what
set the poor slaves free.” We cannot let these !
To save the Constitution by force from the
could be given them at home, (in many cases
men and women starve.
Something, however i forcible violations by the President would even better,) excepting of course the soothing
care of the affectionate
little compared with their needs, we can do. I have Ia?en a fair party cry. But McClellan
mother, w ife, or sister.
has preferred to play the part of the model
Yet the absence of even these is in a great
On Saturday $100,000 had been raised in New
constitutional Democrat; he yields obedience
degree supplied by a noble band of truly
York. One firm offered a ship of 1800 tons
even to Mr. Lincoln, that he'
Christian women, “Lady matrons,” whose volmay show his
zeal
for
the
burden to carry the supplies—an offer equivaConstitution, and, with a smoth- untary devotion to the care and comfort of the
ered
of
invalid soldier commands the admiration and
“doubt and coldness” in
complaint
lent to $20,000. A. T. Stewart gave $10,000;
some quarters, he turns aside from the
approbation of every benevolent heart. DurpossiGerritt Smith, $1,000; a gentleman, who did
ble dictatorship to till his New
ing his severe illness they sit by Ids bedside
farm.
Jersey
not communicate his name, 1000 barrels of
and endeavor to releive his pain or soothe his
In the following is a very distinct intimation
flour and $7000 in money. Similar moveanguish, They w rite for him, read for him,
that McClellan has more confidence in Jackand, if requested, pray for him. They also
ments are in
progress elsewhere. It chills the
son and Lee. than lie has in
Burnside, and that prepare for him those little delicacies so essenwarm heart ol the nation to learn that the T.
the latter's failure to cope with the rebel
cial to his condition, and during his convalgenB. Wales, offered by her owners last Wednesescence cheer him with their smiles and guide
erals will afford gratification to McClellan.
him by their counsels. The term “Lady matto
a
committee of the Boston Board of This is the kindness of
day
the Times for the late
ron” will hereafter be a syuonyme to many
Trade, for the purpose of conveying a cargo commander of the
for “Angel ot Mercy.”
army of the Potomac:
of provisions to the poor of England, has been
A bold, patriotic man might have lieen dazCommunications may be addressed to the
burned by a Confederate steamer sailing from
zled by the glory or Impelled by the duty of
Superintendent. Correspondents should inan English port and manned by
everything in order to put an end to close a return stamp.
Englishmen. daring
the present outporing ot blood and
Philadelphia, November 1,1802.
arresting
But the sufferers of Lancashire are not responthe present rush to ruin; but so far as the
sible for this. We are blessed with full harworld knows Gen. McClellan he was likely to
Jp 'The printers of Paris have printed on
see
vests; we have been used to helping the famthings in a different light. While matters vellum the orations of
Bossuet. and have proare going so well for him and his
ine smitten poor of the British Islands: evparty there
is no need of any great coup. No doubt Gen.
duced a book in a style of magnificence quite
en In tne midst of this terrible contest which
McClellan has confidence in Lee and Jackson
unequalled for typographical excellence. This
now absorbs our energies, we can hut turn
it we have not in Gen. Burnside, and he natvolume they have presented to M. Berryer,
aside and listen to that cry. It is our duty, ! urally thinks that operations w hich lie did not
in aeknowlegeinent of his defence of the body
believe to be wise to
our pleasure, our pride.
attempt himself could
not be successfully carried out
at a recent trial arising out of a strike. In
the General
by
The general complaint against the landwho has superseded him.
order that no other copy should exist the
owners of Lancashire seems too well founded.
The Times, In the
following, but too clearly forms were immediately broken up, and the
Dr. Frederick Temple, Arnold's successor at I reflects the
feeling of a class of disloyal persons volume will naturally become a treasure to
Rugby, and one of the authors of that theo- in the free States, who would welcome
the bibliomaniac.
as was

ORIGINAL

indebted to D. 1). Akcrman
the present decaying government,” we are not
Esq., for late New Orleans papers.
prepared to believe, though we do not doubt j
jy Col. John S. Phelps is dangerously ill
“the thought” is “shared by a great many | in Arkansas, where he was sent as
military

for

Times,

as a

but that McClellan has calculated upon being
re-called with augmented power, to “finish up

directed to “walk the

HKins

cour-

with

Jordan
**

Mlnteley mra.C

Knight Dorcaa C

E

mra

Kimball Harriet N mra
K uight Maria B
Samuel mra
Larrabee Angeliue mra
Low Nettie
Libby Ann M
Leavitf Lizzie A mra
laoavitt Eunice mra
Lowe Eugenia
Larrabee Frouie

Worth Nellie mra
Winslow Lizzie
M’bittier Ellen 8
Wescott Ella
M'alton Fannie
M'alker Georgia A
Wood lone 8
Walker I J mra
M'are or Wane. Julia AorX
Williamson John mra
Whitemore Susie E mra

Knapp

inson.

k« becca G

Wheeler A nd’w mra.CapeE
Waterhouse C A mra
Waterhouae Charlotte
Wood E M mra

Brig Eudorus, Haskell, Cardenas, Phinney k Jack- j
son.
s
ninsula campaign, while the officers were the
Sch Abbie E Willard, Conley, Havana, Thomas
ablest the South could produce.
Leach Fauny
ed man,—and Chaplain of the Mass. 16th regAsccnsio k Co.
Lawrence Hattie X mra
The disposition of the Union forces occupied
Sch W'hite Sea, Jones, New York, by R G York k
intent, was one of the killed at Fredericksburg, i the whole of Friday night and Saturday morn- Son.
GENTLEMENS’ LIST.
on Friday last.
ing, and Gen. Burnside was anxious to comAshton BenJ F
It was the brig
Libby H O or W O
mence the attack at as early an hour as jiossiand
not
the
(of
Bangor)
Hampden
Andrews C L
jy A fine new' bell weighing 1700 lbs., has ; ble.
Lyman J F
Hammond, from which the signal rockets were sent
Saturday morning came with a dense up,
Andrews E H
when the pirate Alabama escaped from 31artinLeighton Joseph
been hung in the belfry of the Methodist
Allen Geo W.for miss Ma- Liuch John
fog; however, the disjiosition of the Union ique.
church in Bangor, to take the place of the
tilda Spiller
forces had been made, and Gen. Burnside deLeighton John
Abbott Geo L
Lord James U capt_2
DISASTERS.
termined to commence ojierations, fog or no
old one which had been broken while being
Arnold James H
Larrabee John 8, for mi—
On the left Franklin moved his column,
Ship Albert Gallatin, from Calcutta for Boston, befog.
Atkinsou J B
Abbie F Deeriug
rung.
reported touched at St Helena, had experienced
Sam’l
Lees Michael
consisting of the 1st and tith corps, just before fore
Alley
capt
weather off the Cape of Good Hope, and was
heavy
It
Pickett
sunrise.
The
Boyutou
Lovejoy Morse
y
city council of Bath have refused
leaking.
Boulten house Bel ford capt Lock N C
Skirmishing commenced a few minutes after
to issue fractional scrip, aud they have also
Ship Chapin, from Boston for San Francisco, befor John G Stuart
Laehy Patrick
at St Thomas In distress, was leaking
daylight on the extreme left. A rebel battery fore reported
Briggs Cushing A co meaara Libby s iiut liven
elected Washington Gilbert, Esq., a director
aud would have to be discharged to make reBrackett Byron B
Lord Saiu'l L capt—2
opened on our troops, and the Uth New York badly,
pairs.
of the Androscoggin Railroad on the part of
Baker Chaa.for miaa ift*> Lord 8 J
State Militia regiment was ordered to charge
Brig Elizabeth, Trimble, fm New York, was wreckry Baker
Libby Theodore
and lake the cannon at the point of the bayoed at Vara < ruz on the 6tli ult. The E. was 196 tons
the city.
Brown Calvin 8
Lincoln M'm
built
at
net.
register,
Warren, Me., in 1862, rated A2, and
The order was obeyed with alacrity, but
Blanchard C W or C N
Locke M'
owned in New York.
^y Captain C. H. Smith of the class of ’57
after a tierce struggle they were compelled to
C H
Merrill Andrew A
Browning
Cuba,
from
New
(of 3tillbridge) Ray,
Brig
York,
Miles Beni C
Waterville Collece. is Provost Marshal of
Baugh E P
fall back.
was wrecked at Vera Cruz on the 29th ult.
The C.
Burk Edward
Mitchell Beuj F
was built at Millbridge in 1851, 199 tons register, and
At this critical moment Gen. Tyler came to
Frederick, Md. The Mail says Mr. S. was
Frank J
Monson C K,
for H F
Bailey
rated A2.
their aid with a brigade.
Assisted by Tyler's
Brown F
Monson
formerly Principal of the Waterville High
Brig Nathan (of 3(achia«) 3!eans, which cleared at
Baker George C
B
Cha*
Moody
brigade, another attempt was made to storm New
York
was wrecked on
Sept 18th for 3Iinatitlan,
Booth by Horace B
School.
Melcber ( has C
the rebel batteries, but without success.
Aracada reel on the 24th ult
The N. was 233 tons
—
Bahemau J Cabrin
Max field (. has. for miaa
The tight now became general on the efl ■ register, uum at .uaoman in i.'vxi, ana raiea az.
Ul.nwl...*
■ 1
XMT
Id.I.id. U_U.IJ
IStu Maine Regiment.—By order of the
ireme ten, atm another desperate enon writ
Blake John—2
Max tie Id ( has, for miss
DOMESTIC PORTS.
Secretary of War, the 18th Maine Regiment made to
Blake
Johu
F
Auuie
S Maxfield
capture the rebel battery by General
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 1st, barks Anna, Wheeler,
Brazier J, for miss H R Merer C W
has been changed to "Heavy Artillery.” This !
Tyler’s brigade, but the fire of the reltels was and Ninevah, Stack pole. New
York.
Brazier
McCarthy Dennis,for an
so
BALTIMORE—Ar 11th, schs Lucy A Orcutt, and
withering in its effect our brave fellows
change w ill require two new companies to be
Balom La Fontain
Patrick Flaherty
were unable to gain any advantage.
Village Gem. Boston.
Peter
Mitchell Dan’l L. druggist
Boyle
raised, and the old ones to be brought up to
PHI LADELPHI A-Ar 12th. brig* Allston. SawB
D miel capt
S
McMillan
Bridges
the
whole
of
Franklin's
enBy
noon,
corps
the artillery standard.
yer. from Fortress Monroe; W II Parks. McAlevy,
Baretow Thomas
Mackgillcuddy Dennia
gaged the enemy, and a desperate effort was Alexandria; sch Harper. Coombs. Baltimore.
Bow leu O H
Dauiel
Mergill
made to turn the enemy's position and drove
Death of the Editor of the AdverELIZABETHPORT—Cld 10th* sch Cora, Kelley,
3Iorrison D F
Cressy Alfred
New Bedford.
him beyond the creek. Gen. Franklin comCass Chas
Moulton Geo W—West'k
tiser.—A dispatch received in this city yesNEW YORK—Ar 12th. brig Almore, Iloffses, from
Chism
k
Cobb
.Marnuis George
messrs
manded tin; movement in person. The reltels
Miuatitlan.
Macdonald ilugh—2
Crosby D VV capt
terday announced the death of Eliphalet Case, maintained possession of some
small hills, but
Ar 13th, ships Guy Mannering. Dollard. Liverpool;
Clark David P
Maxwell James H
Esq., editor of the Portland Advertiser, at gradually fell back.
Challenger. Wilson. Rotterdam; barks Teresa. FosCloudman George
Mavbury John
ter, St Thomas; lAmpligbter.Morris. Port Roval SC;
Milliken J. for miss AdColbeyGeoH
During the afternoon the reltels came to a
Patriot, Indiana, on Sunday night. His disschs Josiah Achorn, Hatch, and Amanda Powers,
Caldwell Hennr
die E Milliken
and
a
for
time
assumed
the
offensive,
stand,
ease was pneumonia, with which he
Robinson, Rockland for Elizabethport; Louisa Dyer,
was conMason James 8
Cotter John—2
but were bravely met and repulsed with heavy I Jameson, Rockland.
Carney or Karney John Macone John
flued about ten days.
Cld 12th. ships Champion, Borden, for Melbourne;
loss. It was at this time that some 300 of
Clark Jos, for mrs Luc in- Merrill Lorenzo
Colombo, Lathrop, Boston; brig H Hopkins, Leerda Clark
Mckennev Laflfcyette
Hill's command fell into our hands.
Et. Col. W. B. Sayles of the Rhode IshofT. Vera Cruz; schs Shooting .Star. Ilersey, PemCase Justus L
Murray Michael jr
The enemy contested every foot of ground,
broke; Angelina, llix, Rockland; Hattie 31 Mayo, I C J W
Merrill, Hayden k Whitland 7th Regiment, was killed by a shell at
and it was only by the hardest kind of fightMcFarland. Boston.
Martin
Clarey
iiig messrs
Cld 13tb. brig Rush, Babbidge, Havana; sell Mary
Counelly Martin,for Bridg-McCav Mick
Fredericksburg, on Saturday last. Col. Sayles ing that he would be compelled to change his Alice,
Perrv. Rockport.
et Connelly
McDonall Neil
position.
was formerly editor of the Providence Post,,
Also cld 13th,ship Powhatan. Lnnt. Buenos Ayres: |
Chenery Martin
McNay Patrick
Tlie obstinacy with winch the reltels held
rclis Saxon, Cassidy,for "St John NB; C Wilcox, McCoburn Moses R
3Ic< abe
and will be remembered by many ofour readfor John
possession of their ground rendered General Fadden. Calais;*.I Achorn. Hatch, Boston.
Collins Patrick
Mullor
as
one
of
the
Sid
that
attended
and
13th.
Julia
E
ers,
Bernard; brigs
making
ships Union,
Franklin’s task a very difficult one. He bad
party
Clifford Patrick
Merritt Phenies
A rev, and E A Reed.
Chandler P L
to cope with Stonewall Jackson, hut the Union
Mr. Douglas when he visited this State.
Montgomery Robert
[By tel.] Ar 16tli. bark Essex, from Havana; brig ! ( arter Reuben W
McGuede .Stephen P
commander was- not discouraged.
Young America, fm Para.
Chamberiain T F,for miss Moody Sylvester C
The Bangor Whig learns that Gen.
He had driven the enemy back several roils,
PROVIDENCE—Sid 12th, sch Leo. Gordon, for
Lizzie A Small
Moody Wm F
and old Stonewall met his match this time,and I Portland ia Boston.
; Sami. F. Hersey of that city, has paid up the
Clanp Willard, for miss Martin Wilbur F
NEWPORT—Sailed 12th, schs Princess. Hopkins,
Ellen B Clapp
Merrow or Murrow Anat sundown Franklin had succeeded in driving
w hole of the indebtedness of the bondsmen of
Bucksport for Philadelphia; Julia Newell, Trott, fm
Carleton Wesley W
drew—Cape Elizabeth
the enemy nearly a mile, and his troops occu- | Portland for New York; C B Jones, do for fialtiClark Wm
Noble Cbas W
II. D. Peck, the defaulting State Treasurer,
Wm
Nason
pied the Held during the remainder of the I more
Chas 8
Courteney
FALL R1VER—Ar 11th, sch Nath’! Chase, Doane,
Chick Wm Prof, care of Nve E A
amounting to about twenty thousand dollars, night. The movement on the left was a com- New
York.
Dr
Hanson
Nixon
James
Ar 12th. sch A 31 Eldridge. Philadelphia.
J
j Only about one-half of this amount is now due plete success.
Durkin Owen
bee Courier
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 13th, sch 31 A Reed.Kelley.
Davis Chas K, Westbrook O'Brien Daniel, for miss
—the balance becomes due in about one year
New York.
Deer rar—2
Judge
Mary
A
of
the
Boston
Z
special
correspondent
from this time.
NANTUCKET—8!d 12th, sch Triton, Freeman, for
OTorner Korean
Darcy Edward
Rondout.
Commercial Bulletin took passage for EngDaiue George
Oakes John—Cape Elis'h
BOSTON—Ar 12th, brig Lagrange. Murcl:. Calais; ! Donovan John
“If” That “everlasting fire” near Bath, In
Odiou L L, for mrs Ester
land on the same steamer with Maury and , schs Pearl. Kellev. Elizabethport; N C Ilarri*,LeighDrener J
P Foster
the peat meadow, is still burning. Yesterday
ton. Rondont; Honj Franklin, Shaw. Calais; AntietParks Asa—shoemaker
Donolioe James
other rebels.
am. Irons. Cherry held; Edward King. Cox. from
we saw quite a volume of smoke
Paine Chas W
Dock rev James R
issuing from
{ Dennysville: Huntress, Hallowed, do; Ratau, Davis.
Patterson Cbas T
Davis N L
the ground, and a spot not more than two
Ellsworth; Python, iNgood, Bluehill; ocean Belle,
Plummer David 0
Dee ban P
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Sawyer, Jonesport; Julia Grace. Philbrook. Orlaud ;
in
Pride David— W est brook
Deer
Phineas
across
was
while
the
g
yards
bare,
;
surrounding
Brutus, E!well. Bangor, and Diadem, Black, Bangor;
Dean Supply
Pearce Geo D, for BenJ
Charm. My rick. Elizabethport.
snow appeared to be nearly a foot deep.
This
Dyer Simon, for mrs Wm Collicut
Special Notice.—The Annua! Meeting of the
Cld 12th, brigs Ada Purves, Croscup, for Havana;
Plummer H E
11 Jose
tire, we were told, has been burning ever since
Nebraska, Clark, New Orleans; Hayward, Green, j Dow 8 II
Portland Society of Natural History will be held at
Phillips Isaiah
• for do.
last spring.
Dana 8 H
PeafleM J M or I M
its Hall ou Congress street, Wednesday Dee. 17, at
Ar 14<h. sch Superior, Robinson. Kcnnebunk.
Palmer J M
Dean S B
3
P.
M.
II. W BRYANT,
Ar lotb, ship Gentoo. Freeman. Talcahuauo- bark
Dana S Howard
Prime John E
jyBenj. F. Flanders, one of the Reprej Oc«*au
Favorite. Tibbetts, Buenos Avres; Sachem,
Dec 14 —til
j
Pond Jarhes
Dutton Thomas
Recording Sec’y.
sentatives to Congress from New Orleans, is
r Atkins. Havre: brigs Virginia. Card. Baltimore; LT
Parmeter John
Dunning Washington
Knight. Park. Philadelphia: A F Larrabee, Carlisle,
a printer by trade.
He is a New Hampshire
Kmraond J M
_Philon John A
Deafness Ccekd.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will be at 1 Elizabethport; Mecosta. Dunbar. New York; schs
Piper J 8
Ewing Thomas
Daniel Breed, Hart, Bangor; Emeliue, Colby, from
the Preble House for one week.
man, and graduated at Dartmouth College in
Peduzzi Peter
Wm
Ewiug
Wiscasset.
Sam’l A
A
Albert
Pierce
remarkable
Foss
case
of
deafness
the class of 1842. Shortly after, he went to
cured in twenty four
Cld 15th, ship Harriet, Mooney. N Orleans; brigs
(
Foster Barzilla B and Peudleton Washington M
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E e
Warren. Martinique; 3Iouticello, GovNew Orleans and was engaged in teaching,
Cbas W
Rogers Chas A, for capt
and Ear. and proprietor of Poor Richard's
erns. Port Paix; Faustina, Berry, 3Iatanzas; schs H
Geo W Wentworth
Frost Frank
Eye Water.
and was subsequently on the editorial stall' of
Hooton, Kidder. New Orleans; Eliza Otis, Ryder,
F<>«dick&Scamman messrs Randail G A,for miss Fan‘‘I, Bartlett J. Decoster. No. 2 Hall's Court, PortBelfast: Excel. Tarbox. Bath.
nie 8 Watson
Geo R
the Tropic.
Forsyth
land, give this certificate, to codify that t have been
11th, schs Mars Hill, fm New
Randail Geo F, for mra
| GLOUCESTER—Ar
Frances Horatio N
York; Pcniuuah ft Josephine, Higgins, 3(t Desert
mrs 8 F Fogg
Erastu* Gould
R,tor
FoggJ
^Jp-The following cases of hospital stores deal from a child, and for twelve years past bate !| for
York.
New
*
Richardson Horace H
been quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
Fomaith Jno W
were sent forward by express this (Tuesday)
NEWBUR Y PORT—Sid 12th, sch Julia A Gamage,
Randall Joseph P
Falor Johu A
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Sat- I Brewster. Bucksport.
Robinson J
Fuller L A
to
our
soldiers;
morning
urdav I went to the Preble House and made
Ross John C
Foster Le Ror A
arrangePORTS.
FOREIGN
1 barrel to J. W. Hathaway, Washington ;
Francesco Poghetine Sig- ltollins M M
ments for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24
At Leghorn 24th ult, ship liaughton, Percy, for
Raud Michael
uore
2 boxes do do; .*! do Sanitary Commission, do;
hours after her first application I could hear
every
Boston soon.
Fliuton Thomas
Ray Samuel
1 barrel Mrs. Eaton, do; 1 do Mrs. Usher,
voice in the bouse. I can uow stand in the cellar and
Ar at Deal 24th ult, ship Talisman, Thompson, fm
Wm
Randall Simeon
O
Fox
Chester Hospital; 2 cases Capt. Waldron,16th
Callao for Loudou
Richardson Thos.blaek'th
Fitts Win H
bear the clock lick in the parlor. Grateful to God
At Deiuarara 15th ult, bark Princeton, Seeley, for
Maine Regiment; 1 do Capt. H. C. Little, 23d
Rideout
Freese Washington
U Rev, for Mias
for his great deliverance, I
heartily commend her
New York.
Addie Rideout
Green B F
do; 1 do Mrs. McKay, Frederick City; 1 do
mode of treatment to all who sutTer as I have done.”
At Mutamoras 21th ult, bark Win Wilson, for New
Gilman C J, for mra 8u- Ross Wm
Miss Pearson, Annapolis Hospital.
York. ldg.
san T Gilman
Ruby Mathias
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
At Vera Cruz 1st inst, ship Western Empire. McGardner Christopher capt Sweet Albian
healed, and a cure warranted. Charge* moderate.
The Progressive Age publishes from
Smith CWril C
Laughlin, from New York, disg; brig T B Watsou, i Gordou Chas F
MRS. M. G. BROWN,
Wallace, dolio; Beaver, Tuffs, fm New Orleans, do;
Shaw Chas ET
Green Daniel
a private letter the particulars of the murder
sch Cordelia. King, do. and others.
Glidden E A
Nov. 18—tf
Seymour Felix
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Cld 2Sth. bark P C Alexander, Colcord, for New
of Leblieus Moran, a Maine man, on the 21st
Gross Edwin R
Smiht Frauk H
York.
Griflfci Edward, for miss Smith Frank E
of October, in Oregon City. Moran was stabA Good Spring Bed has become an almost IndisAt Cardiff 29th ult, bark Amanda, Larrabee, for
Suow Giles
Ellen J Libby
Bassein ai.d Manila
GaJ I alter Edward
Stone Geo W, Cap. E
bed w hile unarmed, by a cowardly secessionpensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
At Casteimaiu, no date, brig Fannie Butler, (from
Servilo Henry H
Gazette
with every family, while the united testimony ol
ist named Strickland, w hose dislike for him
Bangor) ldg. tor New York.
Garcelon Harvey for Wm Spring Isaac A
At Martinique, no date, brig Hampden, (not HamStuart James A
Physicians has placed their healtliftiluess beyond
Garcelou
seems to have been grounded on political rea“"6
GilJis Joseph
Sawyer Joshua
question.
At St Thomas25th ult, bark Fame. Kennedy, unc;
sous solely. 1 he assault was quite unprovoked
Martin
Spencer John
Grady
No invalid should be without one.
Smith James heirs of, of
Goodrich R S
brig Alamo, Steele, fin Machias, (ar 17th) disg.
Moran was a cooper, and iormerly worked in
As an evidence of the superiorty of
Ar2I*t nit. bark Ju*tina, Forest. Kin Janeiro, (and
sailed 23*1 tor Baltimore.)
Gordau Solomon T, att'y Spear Joseph F
Belfast.
COREY'S "PREBLE" SPRING BED
At Keiuedios 1st inst, brig Moonlight, Wooster, for
Servia James
at law
overall others, is the fact that the demand for thii
Bostou 2 days.
Smith Jonas
Heron A
rar-we are informed that a new Sugar
Sid from Last Harbor 29th ult. brig Emily Fiaher,
Spring Bed is quadruple that of auy other kind.
Swett Marshall
Haskell A F capt
House, for the purpose of re-hoi ling molasses,
Hall Arftus
Staples, for Near York.
October 1. 1862.
tf
Sawyer X V
Heuricksou ( has A
Sherry F.for John Woods
similar to that in this city owned by Messrs.
SPOKEN*
Sieveus R S
Harris C'has A
SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and examine
J. B. Brown & Sons, is about to lie erected in
(
8 K. for miss S
llainlett
has
C
Ion
68
Greelat
20
30
S.
25.
Sawyer
88, ship Kliphalet
Sept
liattie Robbins
Higgins Charles, for mrs
Cutter, from Akyab for Falnmuth E.
Brooklyn. New York, to be under the charge Mrs. Toy's Patent Corset Skirt Supporter, lev,
Varus
Elder
Stearns
from
Greeuleaf
lat
lou
75
bark
"Dec
36
>13.
Northwood,
5.
10,
j
which is a new and very desirable article. It is a
Strout Wallace
of 1). II. Furbish, Esq., formerly of this city,
liarttord Darius
New York fur Vera Cruz.
Corset, Skirt-Snpporter and Jlithop combined. LaSteel Wra A
Hill Fred master
Dec 10. no lat, Jtc. w as leeo, bark Oceau Home,
who has had many years experience iu Mr.
dies and Misses using it need no other of either.
from Matauzas for Portland.
Itoagiand llenry C
Stacy Wm
Hall James Y
Stowell mgj D Forter.care
Brown's house.
Price 91.25, which is cheaper than the Corset alone,
Howarth Jno
of Augustus Stowell
and serves the wearer as both. For sale only by
The drawback allowed on the exportation
llowley James
Trueworthy A cel E
KJWr OF LETTER!
II. C. LOVELL & SON. Agents,
Hynes Owen
Tracy A J or A 1
of Rum and Alcohol, has greatly increased
llersey Simeon
Thompson Christopher C
in the Portlana Post Office Decernnovll edtf
129 Middle Street.
the demand for the residium left" iu manufacThomas (' eapt
Hovey Theodore
tier In, uncalled lor.
Wm J—2
Trask E P
Hayden
these
of
letters
are
called
for, please say
Sfir-lf auy
DR. P. P. ql'IMUY, would give notice that he ha
turing West India molasses.
Hattre
R
Turner
Wm
Henry W
that they are advertised.
returned to Portland, and can be found at his Room, j
Thomas Joel W
llegarty Michael
^P^All letters advertised are subject to an extra
£y*Complaiuts have been made by privates No.
» M. tor miss
James
HalTetinaut
llauso
18 International House, Tuesday, August ! charge of one ceut.
dah J Hanson
Vol’s colonel 11th Maine
of the 7th Maine Regiment that they have
Sec. 5. Asd be it further exacted, That lists of
12th, where he will atteud to all wishing to cousul
Z
1
M
Vote
S—2
ope
Hadley
letters remaining uueallcd tor in any postolhce in any
not received their pay for six months ; that
him.
Hiltou John or Ralph, Wyman Alfred B
a
new-paper shall be
city, tow n or village where
Washburn ( has E
Westbrook
their rations are neglected—some days having
First Examination at office.9200
printed, shall hereafter be published once only iu the
Jewell C H—2
Wyman ( has H
Each subsequent sitting at office,.50 j newspaper which beiug is.-ued weekly, or ofteuer,
none at all, and Sunday night that they had
W'oodsome ( has H
shall have the largest circulation within the range of i Joushton George W
Jordan Jonathan
Whittemore C
2 50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,.
said
office.—Lairs
of
the
I'nitetl
States.
no supper—and that they have not been supttf
delivery
Wilson
E
Jacobs
John
for
Geo
capt,
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
LADIES’ LIST.
Whitnev Elias.for mrs EliA Hill
plied with vegetables at all. since they have
August 16, 1862.—tf
Aiken Ann M mrs
Leavitt Martha mrs
saE Whitney tC t heights
Jones Lemuel F
been here. We know not whether there is
I Allen Abby
Jordan UM
Watts G G
Lynch Marv mrs
Abbott Estella A
Williams Henry H M
Physician and Surgeon.—11. A. LAMB, M. D.,
Leighton Phebe inra
Joy >am’l w
any truth iu these complaints or not. If true,
"
A lieu George 31 mrs
Lord Screen L mrs
Johnson Sam’l W
llenry
of
corner
and
Chestnut
Strecti
Othco,
Congress
If not
E mrs
Worcester Ira
Adams
Lowe Susie S
S M
they should be remedied

j

j

j

(Chasfelain.

IU”IIUI

IIVIU

REMAINING

I

j

immediately.

true, they should be contradicted by authority, as the complaiuts have been made rather

public.
publish to-day the circular of the
England Soldiers’ Relief Association
at Philadelphia.
The Superintendent wishes
us to call the attention of the community and
especially of the New England Aid Societies
to the fact that all articles of clothing sent to
this association are given directly to the soldier. Woolen shirts and stockings are now
greatly needed. It is our duty here at home
to devise and put iu operation some speedy
method of supplying these wants. We have
We

A'etc

also received from this association
Maine soldiers iu the
and

hospitals

of

a

list of

Philadelphia

vicinity, which

will appear to-morrow and
every mouth herealter.
Restoration of Liuut Houses.—We

glad to
ment

is

restoration of Commerce with
ports, by
of

an

our

Particular attention
diseases of the eye and

Southern

evamination of the present state
on that coast; and for

extinguished lights

this purpose have detailed Win. A. Goodwin,
Esq., Acting Engineer in charge of the Maine
and Massachusetts Eight House Districts.—

; which was the otUcial number so reported by the Light House Board.
cons

Surgery, including
j
augT—d6m
!

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSlA11

HEALD, No. 241 ConStreet, tirst door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, Me.
augTdly
Dus. LOCKE &
Middle

KIMBALL, Dknti&tb, No. 117
Street, Portland, Me.
augl5—ly
BROKERS*

Salk

op

7.600

BOARD.

1

j

Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 15. 1862.

3.000 United States

Coupou Sixes (1881).1041

.do.104J

1.700 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104
6.000 U S. Certificate of Indebtedness,. 97}
700 United States Five-Twenties. 99}
13,000 .do..100
5.000 United States Demand Notes.126}
14.<M)0 American t.old.132
590U.do. 1324
6.000 .do.132}

PORTLAND POST OFFIC E.
mail arrangements.

WESTERN—Arrives

at 12.49 and 7i P. M.
Closet at
7.45 A. M. and 1 30 P. M.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Kastport Me., St
John NB and the British Provinces.Tuesday mornmornings. Closes Thursday at 4 P M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1.30 P. M.
CAN A DA—Arrives at '1.60 P M
Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
9 P. M.
C ^“office open daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
A. M. to 9 P. M. On Sundays, from 8$ to 9} A. M.
I

j

f

If Mr. Sumner ever publishes a new edition of
his well-known speech on the “Barbarism of

Slavery,” we think he can find a new and
striking illustration iu the fact that, iu the
slaveholders’ rebellion, they destroyed no less
than 128 Light Houses, Light Boats, and Bea-

paid
ear.

to

gress

are

learn that the United States Governtaking the preliminary steps for the

J

Portland. Me.

ii iitmi:n.
In Windham Dec 14th, by S. M. Baker. Esq., ElAllen and Mrs. Eliza A. Allen, both of W.
In Pittstou Nov 13th, Dau'l McMuffieof Winthrop,
and Miss Sarah E. Stevens, of 1*.
In North Anson Dec. 2d, George Cults, Jr., aud
Miss Louisa J. Gould, both of Now Portland.
In Brewer Doc 10th, Capt Heury C. Snow, of the
7th Me. Reg., and Miss A. N. Burr, of B.

bridg*

II

Sophia

•*

Abbott Woodbury U mrs Libby S Elleu
Barnes Aun Butler mrs
Libby Win F mrs. Cape E
Butter Abigail
Locke Worthingtou uira
BlauchaidC W or C N mrs .Msrstou Anna mrs
Blown C S
3la\well Anna iura
Bourk Catherine mrs
31itchell Almira mrs
Meserve Abbie
Boyd
Berry Charlotte S mra—2 3laxwell Aiinira
Bates Coiistantiue
Mehir Bridget mra, to be
Bickford E A
forw’d to Mary Curriu
31a»ou Katie mrs
Brackett John mrs
Brooks Mary N
31ortimer Lizzie A
Moulton Esther 1
Bennett 3Iary
Buzzell Mary
Megareu Jane
3lci oiough Jane P
Jane
Brown Neheuiiah mrs
Morri*ou John mrs
Clover Augusta mrs
McKeekide Lois mrs
Merrill .Martha A mrs
Cripps Amos C
3Ierrill Mary E mrs
( unary Abby L
Morrill Martha 31 mrs
Cashiuau (atherine
Crossman Caroliuo
McCarty 31 B mrs
McDonnell Mary, care of
Crockett Georgie A
Martha Jane Tibbets
Croell Jesse mrs
McCarty Maggie S
Chapmau Matilda ntrs
Main-man
A
wid’w
Martha J
Nancy
Cummings
Murshall Mary EC
Chase Sarah L tnrs
3litchell Mary E
Crockett Sarah J mrs
Moore Sarah G mrs
Carver Sarah A
Dow Alice
Norton Albert inrs
Noyes Susie B
Dyer Abby—Cape E
Drake Dr mrs
Orr Patience mrs
Dutamle Ella
l’earl C mrs, care of mrs
Dennis* Elizabeth
Bowers
Dresser Elleu A mrs
Price Lizzie
Dow George W mrs
Perrins Eliza, care mr
Davis Georgie
Brown
Duuiiiug llatt e
Pickering Fannie M
Hannah
31
Dyer
Paringtou Jos mrs, for
P—Cape E miss F Mogtorth
Palmer 3Iary S—Cape E
Josephine
DoleJas S inrs,WestbrookPatridge Nathan ntrs
Peirce S A or 11 mrs
Dyer Martha mrs
Davis Matilda M inrs, for I’m man Win B mrs
mrs Isabella Boucher
Uevalion Lottie Louise.
care inr Nichols
Dyer Kachall inrs
Keuiick Eli/a A mr*
Dyer 31artha A mrs
Eaton George O mrs
Kobinsou Eliza mrs (No 7
Edwards James S mis
Milk st)-3
Eames Linda
Kyan 31arv (Spring st)
Estes M A
Kussell 31 S mrs
Foley Annie, for Margret Roberts 31 arc ret mrs
Richards 3latgret mrs
llorrignn
Kobinsou Sarah (Green at)
Flagg li K mrs
Eliza
A
mrs
Rice $aroh inrs
Fensicy
Fuller E or C
Stearns B K uirs
Fisher Nellie
Stevens ( has F mrs

Relioch Fullerton
Knight Fort or Pert, care
or capt Wiunith
Knight Henry, for mrs
Sophia S huight
Kily John
Keene James 8
Kelley Janies—2
Kearns Thomas, for John

Shedd Caroline

Wolfe John
John

U or W
Wescott Jeremiah
Whitmore Joseph
Wiuslow J C, for Peter

Wiggins

Godfrey

Whalen Michael
Ward 2 Patrick
Ward Patrick, for mrt Mary Coutou
Waterhouse Sam'l—2
Joyce
Kearns Thos, for Patrick Weymouth 8am'l
Weston 8 B
Conuely
KnightL L.soap manufrs Whiteman Thos B
Lowell ( has ki
Winslow Wm H
•*
Lobdell Chas
Walcott Wra Henry capt
Young Alouzo
Lang Caleb X master
W
York
Andrew
Lovejoy Emery
Lovejov H
Young Thou G eapt
Luce Henry P

••

Fell Ellen

Webbjrl

KushawLJ

Ready Edmoud

SHIP

LETTERS.

John E Pendleton, on board brig Annandale
John W Peirce, barque Bonaveuture. steward capt
Harriman
James Welsh, mate steamer Blue Bonnet
N A Reed, capt brig Billow
John P Teuuey, capt baique Indian Belle
R B Blaisdell. capt sch L* D
Webber cant, sch Sarah Eliza
Steward or the brig Farana
Holman F Patterson, brig A P Flukcr
8 P Lord, capt
"
"
H Lord, capt
Java Wilson, baique Jane, capt Tavlor
Wm Webb.
of St John
Steward Wm. barque Queen of the Lakes
j
James Beast. British barque Jane Loudon
'*
Thos Goodman, capt
Isaac H Horner, capt sch Nimrod
Facey capt. barque Olive—3
James Jones, capt Facey, barque Olive
W F Smith,
S Jewell,
John Hooper,
capt Facey
Hiinclark mr
•lames Lamnsoii. baroue Ocean Home
James Mitchell, brig J l’alledo. capt Long
Job Rack lit!' jr. sch
John E Farr, sch Sarah, eapt Haskell
N Stowers
Joseph W Bickford, brig
S M Dodge, capt brig Volant
Wiuthrop i'ard. brig
( has Patterson, sch Willie G
C apt Berry of ship William.
A. T. DOLE. Postmaster.

J^ues

**

•*

Superior-2

[

Virginia

ABOUT

MATTERS

TOWN.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Supreme Judicial Court.
CRIMINAL TERM.—EOX, J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—In the case of Joseph W. Lamb
indicted for arson, in setting tire to the barn

of S. M.

Baker, Esq.,

TO THE

Portland Daily Press.

in

Windham, the jury
returned a verdict of ijuilty.
His counsel,
Messrs. Howard & Strout, then tiled a motion
tor the arrest of judgment on the grounds
1st—That the indictment is bad, for duplicity in setting forth and charging several sepa-

[SPECIAL DISPATCH

PKES9].
The Twentieth Maine in the Fight.
15.
The 20th Maine was in the tight at Fredericksburg on the 13th and 14th. |Their loss

»l.n

.......

hearing on these motions. The
prisoner was required to furnish sureties in
the

a

of $3000 for his appearance then.—
Court then adjourned to 9 o’clock Tuesday
sum

morning, at

which time

Judge Davis

adultery

jury.
Judge Fox

left

to come before the first

yesterday

for

Norridgcwock,
to hold the terra fat Somerset County. He
has dispatched busuKss with great rapidity in
this, his first appearance on the bench in Cumberland County, and has given satisfaction to

comj|Bnity

his friends there discovered that it was not.

Tnc matter was investigated at Washington,
and it was found that the wrong body had
been sent, and that the body of Lieut. C.,
which had beeu embalmed for the purpose of
being sent home, still remaiued there. It was
above stated.

-t

and

years, especially in the
have found it the best

boots,

proof, that

15, 1862.

decl6 tf

j

we

have

ever tried.
It not only renders the leathimpervious to water, but also improves the
material. There is no danger of wet feet if
this article is properly applied to the boot;
;
besides it does not soil the fingers when applying it, or the carpet when applied to the
soles of the boots. Messrs. Breed & Tukey,
er

Union street, have it for sale.

<^i>

«

SS- Rail
loS";h8

|

catered with so much satisfaction to his customers iu the Dirigo Saloon, has opened a new

establishment at Nos. 17 A 19 Exchange
street, under the name of Merchants Exchange
Eating House. He intends to keep his larder j
supplied with all the rarieties which can be

purchased abroad and at home. The cooking
department of Robinson has always been managed in the best manner, and he is determined
his reputation in that respect shall not suffer.
Masonic.—At the annual meeting of Mount
Vernon Chapter of Royal Arch Masons, last

evening, the following officers were elected lor
the ensuing year:—Warren Phillips, II. P.;
Stephen Berry, K.; Nathan P. Woodbury, S.;
J. B. Fillebrown, C. H.; George M. Harding,
P. S.; John W. Perkins, R. A. C.; William
Ross, Jr., M. 3d V.; William J. Quincy, M. 2d
V.; John Q. Twitchell, M. 1st V.; Charles
Fobes, Treasurer; Ira Berry, Secretary; A.
M. Burton, Oliver Gerrish, Stevens Smith,
Standing Committee.

articles which the recent battles will create.—
They have now at their room a large amount
be

Dec. 10.
of Professor

Mechanics' Hall last evening
and elicited the
ence.

were

Briggs at
admirable,

placed over the desk remedmd the
prevails in that hall when it is not
completely filled. It does not speak well for
our city to see such a pleasant and profitable
entertainment so poorly attended.
echo which

Wednesday Evening,

could be packed
jy Dodge
many
into Lancaster Hall last evening to listen to
had

hit

Hi)

Pfinr'firt

and

as

as

in

umi

his

liaamioef

l.nmne

melody

style.

The concert was

a

Fancy

perfect

[

success, and all were satisfied save those who
came a little too late, and, thcrefol#, were un-

Fkee Hiding.—A fellow

calling his name
Maglin.last evening took James Collins’ horse
and sleigh in Fore street without leave or
license, and was having a good ride, when he
was
unceremoueously stopped by officers Marston and Dolley, who conveyed him to the
lockup and returned the horse and sleigh to
»-Mr.

Ira
a

Winn,

who

short time

was

since,

burnt out in
lias again re-

sumed business at No. 37 Uniou street, where
he will give his attention to the manufacture
of steam and gas fittings, <Src. See his adver-

!

Cale-

donia, of tile “Anchor line,” is now seventeen
days out from Glasgow lor this port; and is
hourly expected to arrivf.
The Norwegian, from Liverpool Dec. 4th, is
—

1111E

Ey~The U. S. Circuit Court met, according
to

;

I

o’clock.

fcy~The steamer New England, of the International line, has been chartered by govern- i
inent, and will proceed to New York on her
arrival from

Eastport and

St. John

to-day.

S3f"The third of the Temperance Assem- •
blies will come off at Lancaster Ilali this evening. Chandler will
furnish the music.

act as

prompter, and will

j

FURS!

FURS!!

SHAW’S,

WANTEDj

__

Opposite

FURS!!!

I

2d.

FOSTER,
L nto“

a

west.ru

ta ,h*‘

,”£*

**

,oc»i1^

POST-OFFICE.

Flaar, Floor.

BEST BRANDS of Western
.nd Canada
TI1E
*■ •"•“y f LOl /t
always be found 872
IT2 Con
can

gress atreet, at lair

at

prices-for sale by

*-

,*a'VI,-UA*

Portland. Dee. 10,

Vermont Batter.

PhilliP‘- J-

O X TUBS Prime, for sale by
**
J

F.

WEEKS ft CO.

VIOluNMCS.
OHA HHDS SWEET CLAYED,
—•yjyj
for sale bv
HARRIS BROTHERS,
deri5i^.i.r
202

Ko,e

FOB SALE.

TO LET.
E"'erl)r Tenement of the House on Spring
Street, known as the Bolfe House. Enquire of
uct,27 -dtf
S. J. ANDERSON.

300 0(K) boa£dsawed rta*
5.000 Sugar Box SHOOKS

«“»•»«

DIMENSION, ail .in-,
SASHES, BLINDS. LATHS
S' CLAPBOARDS—Kitted and
SI'RCCE
DIM IRS,

_

to Let.

OUTSIDE SASHES

Street, head of Hobson’a Wharf
ON Commercial
Inquire of J. H, UAMLF.N,

Rougli.

hand.

on

200 Bbls. Choke Brand FLOUR, for
family t.se, by
RUFUS DKKRING,

Hobson's Wharf.

To Let.
fTIHE commodious Chamber in the
northerly cor,bloc*',orner °r L,">**®<»
Milk Mreets,
lacing the market. Rent ow
directly
Enquire at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
15,1862.
dtf
Sept. ,,
No. 27 Exchange St.

Hobson's Wharf, foot of High Street.

oc30 d3m

MiH,°SI,iL.,heA?~.!,r'?k

NEW FALL. GOODS
For Gentlemen's Wear.

To Let.
The large nouse on the corner of Middli* and Willow Streets, recently occu*
pied by Mrs. C. A Richard, as a' boarding houM>.
Possession given imrnedilately. I-or particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

AT-

No- 05

Middle Street.

ROLLINS & BOND

LETTER PAPER AND

HA Vt BEEN

Env dopes.
PERSON

r
°f

MERCHANDISE

FOR SALE & TO LET.

oMtf

..CEO.

11,b^

Portland, Dec,

the Managers
Music by Chasdlkk's ycAimi,.Lt Bard
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
novJ4

on

Hoards

Pine

fnr.houi

i

cents—xor sale bv

Office

••

to

A O-ranci Ball!

*®Pttf

»*

•«

House Wanted.

iTvA

Cooper's Shop

r„„,

purchase,
house in the
WANTED
KV''’f J8® ORy. in the vieiultv of State. Win-

HALL,

“

Cheap

Bx

ASSEMBLIES

BMlt£kleft?tj:
!!.JrlrberiCk' W
Tickets tor the Counw-aiM-

*'

Portland, Dee.

The fourth Awenibly will be ou
CHRISTMAS
*'*■ on *hlch occasion there will be
extra
dances. The fifth will be on NEW
YEAR’S EYE
DANCE* to dance the old
out
and
year
♦
the v
New 1 ear in. The course will close with

hi

Chiou-riw
August a
Union

**

100,000 Extra Cedar Shingles.

OIVE A COURSE OF

Tuesday Evening, December

holesale *
Me.u*

SHEL8 Extra

1W|
nSl Clne
P'yjtK*")—planod.
80,000
Spruce
Clapboards.

"Life la the Middle

AT LAN C A S T ER
commencing on

RECEIVING

New and Oeairable Stylet of

Cloths,

Who ha* occasion to
quanEVERY
tities of .Stationery should pure lias**
year's sup-

Clothing,

use

a

ply

at once, for it has already advanced
will undoubtedly iu six month- COST
what it now does.

in'price,

BAILEY &
56 & 58.

ami

DOUBLE

FURNISHING GOODS,
Which they offer at

NOYES,

Price* to *nit the Time* !

EXCHANGE STRE ET

ijf (allin before purchasing ebe«4ere, and
your»elt !

Portland,

BOOKS,

95 MIDDLE STREET.
oc29Utf

GARDIAER A

STATIONERY,

Bailey

Papers.
&

on

and

hand, and

most

dailv

are

duisisu

reeeiviag the

styles

lat*

of

CLOTHS. 0VERC0ATIHGS.

Noyes,

F. W. BAILEV.

Street,

tippoeite the Custom House.

Hire
r»T

Fancy Doeskin*

BOOK PUBLISHERS,
M, 58 A 68 Exchange Sc., Portland.

ALBO,

A

and CaMinertt.

FULL STOCK

Latest

JAMES NOTES.

uot25 4wd&*23
TD

W

I

BROW*,

At oa Middle

N||
(

Room

mb

jor

Have one of the largest stocks of Stationery iu the
State, bought for CASH O.V/, T, and much of It before it advanced in price
Anv one wishing to purcha«e iu quantities, or lor their private use, will And
prompt attention aud good bargains in

OF TUB

Styles of

READT-MADE

CLOTHING,

___l
V C-XjJLm

•d- WV-UilW

B

JOHN

Gentlemen’s Furnishine Goods.

HIBSON, JR.

which

we

-HAS BEHOVED TO—

No. 27 Market

will eel) at

Square,

iFteal

dtf

Estate,

INVESTMENTS

tains, Banners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, *c.

A loug and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, aud several years study
of the higher branches of the Art. have reudered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the
most elegant styles, and he hopes by diligence and
constant attention to business, to merit the patronage of the public.
'ARD SIGNS of all varieties painted to
order.
JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
dec4 d4w
No. 27 Market Square.

!

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE Til RISE t
20 HOUSES, at price* from (1000 to WOOO.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price, from (200to *3000
2.000. 000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

MOSES

GEORGE A.

price, to ,uit the time,.

Portland. Nor. 19, 18«2.

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kinds
of ORNAMENTAL PA/XTJXG, such as 8igus,Cur-

SISSKRAIJT,

GOULD,

nov27dtf

74 Middle SI.,
Ur Stair,.

THROUGH TICKETS
NO. 120 MIDDLE 8TBEET,
NEW TOKK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIand Manufacturer, has ou hand,
MORE and VVASH1NOTON, and to nil part, of
aud is constantly manulacturing from the best
I the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. ria. all
stock,

TO

IMPORTER

th*

All the Latest Styles of
FUR
GOODS,

I

mirtl

popular

routet and at the loweet f'otlon
W. D. LITTLE, Anri,
Office 81 Exchange St.

rate*, for tale bjr
llot. 2.

dtf

-CONSISTING OF-

Pin how, Pianos !

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, «*c.,«fec.,

A RARE CHANCE!
Will be on
a FEW DATS

all of which will be sold on the most reasonable terms.
UrCall before purchasing elsewhere.
a

Piano-Fortes,
Direct from the

SKATE, (Patented.)

intended to

for them

ready

be

to

Ankle Sup-

seen

and tried to insure

«alf.

They are made tVom the best
materials, latent styles, and of superior workmanship. Any person can learu to skate well in le* than
one-fourth o! the time, by usiuz the Patent Auklo
Mipport—and they are especially useful for those

having

a

weak ankle*.

j

For sale bv

CHAS* DAY, Jr., 114 Middle St.

nov2»> 3w

.RAISE

AG

—

AND

HI
U. S. Marshal's Sale.

—

Soldiers’ Reftef A)sociatsoa,
No.

I’.rjst.

J
Maine State

oc21 tf

W.

United States

of America, I
District nf Mai nr. .«.<
)
to a Writ of Venditioni Exponas, to
me directed, from the Hon. Asitur Ware,
Judge
of the United State* District Court, within and lor
said District of Maiue, I shall expose and sell at
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, the 161owiug property and merchandize at the time and
! place within said District, as follows, viz:
At the Custom House Builm.no on /ore stmt,
I in Portland, on Friday, the heenty-tixth
day qf />#,

PURSUANT

tmblic

HATHAWAY

Agent, H’aehinaton, It.

t

■ imui

INTERNAL REVENUE.
First Collection District, ft nine.
of the prcUsions of the Act of Con“Au Act to provide Iuternal Revethe
(jovernmeut and pay the interest
support
public debt,’’ approved July 1st. 1862. 1 hereby give uotice that I ha>e received from the Assessor
of the First Collection District in the Mate of Maine,
the annual Lists of Taxes and Duties assessed in the
month of September, and the monthly List lor the
months ol October aud N'ovemb. r. '1862; that the
said Taxes aud Duties have become due and payable,
aud that 1 will be iu attendance at my office.’ over
Store No. 92Commercial Street, Cortland, from the
first to the fifteenth day of January, 1863. for the
purpose of receiviug said taxes. and graining Licenses to all persons within that portion of the First
District included iu theCouuty of Cumberland.
And 1 further give notice, aud call attention to the
following provisions of the Act:
“All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
and faff's, so as aforesaid assessed upou'them, to the
Collector or his
within the times above
specified, shall be liable to pay ten per c<ntum tuldittonal upon the amount thereof."
And 1 would also call attention to the following
provisions of the said Act, respiting Licenses
“If any persou or persons shall exercise or carry
on any trade or business hereinafter mentioned, for
the exorcising or carrying on which trade or business
a license is required by 1 his act, without
takiug out
such liccuse a> in that behalf required, he. she. or
they shall, for every such offence, respectively, forfeit
a penalty equal to three times the amount
of the duty
or sum of money imposedfor such license."
N ATH L J MILLER,
Collector of 1st Collection District
in the State of Maine
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1862.
dtf
pursuaneo
JXgress
entitled

nue to
on the

Deputies,

Milk Koute for Kale.
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,
can hear of a chance to buy a “MILK
ROUTE,’' iu which there is not a customer who baa
foiled to pay his monthly bills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to eugage in
the busiuess, or to enlarge his present “route.
uovl2 codtf

BY

one

of

whose established reputation of thirty rears renders
tlic superiority of their Piano? familiar as "household
words."
These instruments sing their own
praise*. Any
I persou desirous of obtaining a superior l'iano for
a very little money, should call and examine these
instruments, as they must ami will be sold.
Their agent w ill fake great pleasure in showing the
I beauties of these instruments to
any and all who
may favor him with a call.
Recollect this is a rare chance, and for a lew
K. 11. OSBORN,
days only.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
Every Piano sold with the written guarantee ef
the Maker*.
dec3 dtf

cover

Skakes,

ports, which need only

manufactory

HGBTE f BRADBURY,.SEW YORE.

Skates
deficiencies
THESE
of skates heretofore made, aud especially in Ladies' and Gents'
with the Patent
are

salo for

choice assortment of

Something 1STew!
THE BLONDIN

exhibition and for
ONLY, in the Store

NO. 162 MIDDLE STREET,

No* 120 Middle Street*
nov21

Bakery,

Fitting*,

%

adjournment, yesterday, Judge] Ware presiding. No business coming up, the Court adjourned to Monday, January 5th, at eleven

Franklin, Me.

Washington

MACHINERY,

about due at this port.
————.

i

SIX

-A-g'iiiii!”

Steamship*.

tisement.

Steameks Expected.—Steamship

WILL

••

MM

The Friends of Temperance

THE

Land in

owner.

Uniou street

“Home

|

able to obtain entrance to the hall.

the

Workers,

or

WI

Board*.
*£5{IS
8hIipP»«F
^>,000 ^T4 Spruce
Plank.

Evening Ticket* SO cent* each—to be had at Paine's
Music Store, the Bookstore*, and at the door.
Lecture to commence at 7J o'clock.
Portland, Dec. 15,1862.
Id

Agent,

the audience upon the broad laugh.
Hay ward sang his ballards superbly, both in

kept

and

PACKARD’S,

|

hearty applause of the audiperceive that the sound-

We could not

board

ing

Coming!

BOOKSj

II.

R.

JtyThe readings

Holidays

60
65
50

HEDGE, D. D.,

on

Subject—"Federalism,"
Age."

a.

JUViENIIjES,

made, consisting of flannel shirts and drawers, and all who can assist
are again requested to lend a
helping hand.
to

...

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

E*~Thc Ladies' Committee are desirous of i
sending, with the least possible delay, hospi»
tal supplies to the Sanitary Commission at
Washington, knowi ng the great need of such

of work ready

UK

At W

7 (MM |

deliver-

new city hall.

WANTED

..

New Eating Saloon.—It will be seen by
the advertisement that Robinson, who has

win be

-IN-

to fill up the TJlI/tD COMPANY of
Artillery for Fort Warrek, Boston Harbor.
that it do not pass.
Town, City and United States
Bills were introduced amending the acts
was comparatively slight.
None of the officers
BOUNTIES OF «*SOO
Adjourned.
providing for duties on imports, and the act to
were killed.
and upward will be paid until December 18th.
confiscate property used for insurrectionary
State
Prom Washington.—Attack upon our Gunaid to families. Apply at the K
J. M. Brown, Adj’t 20th Me.
■cruimi* Office,
Reg.
purposes. Referred.
boats in tho Rappahannock.
No. 2 City Hall Avenue, Iloatou.
A bill was introduced providing for the exFrom Fortress Monroe—Southern Items.
tinction of Indian titles in Kansas, and for the
YVashinoton," Dec. 15.
CAIT. STEPHEN CABOT,
On YYTednesday evening our
declti 3t
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 13.
removal of the Indians. Referred.
gunboats at
Kecruitiu# officer.
Port
1
about
Two hundred and seventy released Union
loyal,
twenty-seven miles from
A resolution was adopted requesting the
were
tired
arrived
here
into
Fredericksburg,
prisoners
by a rebel
to-day. Among them President to transmit the report of Reverdy
is Mrs. Webster, whose husband was
battery Irotn the shore, supposed to number
hung by Johnson as Commissioner at New Orleans.
One
of
the
twenty
rebel
the rebels as a spy; also the British
guns.
shots
struck
The credentials of lion. Solomon Foote of
Consul,
a coal
Moore. They leave for New York this afterschooner, wounding Capt. Masters, who
Vermont, were presented and tiled.
lias
since died. Another shot struck the CarFresh OYSTERS Just received at 80 eenta
noon.
A resolution was offered, that after it beper
rituck on the larboard side, passing into the
T. 8. HATCH’S,
gallon, at
The Grand Master of Free Masons in South
came manifest that an insurrection against the
decl5
2w
No. 115 Exchange Street.
room
and
wounded II. F. Smith of
engine
Carolina, had been applied to by the Masons
United States was about to break out in sevRhode Island—since dead; also wounded J.
in the 48th New York regiment, for a
dispen- eral of the Southern States, James Buchanan,
sation to open a travelling lodge under his
then President, from sympathy with the con- j
;.IWU UIIICIS tmguuy.
The
very rapid, mid continued unjurisdiction.
spirators and their treasonable projects, failed til llring waswhen
the rebel batteries were
sundown,
The Richmond Dispatch of the 12th, states
to take necessary and proper measures to
Sells. "J. Freeman” and "Uookout" have
presilenced. Two schooners, at the commencearrived
that the Governor of Texas lias appealed to
vent it, and that therefore he should receive
with OlSTERS. For sale at the old
price, at
ment
of
the tight, were lying directly in
the people to raise 5000 volunteers for coast
the censure and condemnation of the Senate
range
of
tlie
rebel
No.
85
Federal Street,
defence.
gnus near the shore, hut were
and American people. Laid over.
brought otT
Thirteen federal blockaders are off CharlesA resolution was ordered to be
by the Teaser, Our gun- r*asi oi i-.im House.
printed in- boats laid oil* sulely
dec 132wised
the
JAMES FREEMAN.
shore
until
ton to-day.
morning, when
structing the committee on Foreign Affairs to
again attacked the rebel battery, but met
v/i
x 1 ill
tuv
» X riCU l^eWlS
inquire whether some method cannot be de- they
with no response.
ami J. ScaJly are convicted of being
spies.— vised to manifest the sympathy of Congress
The Postmaster General has rescinded all
with the sufferings of the Lancashire operaThey are to be sent North.
orders heretofore made
tives.
exeluding from postFortress Monroe, Dec. 14.
ofllces
and mails certain papers presented
Thii day arrived, a lot of FRESH
A resolution was adopted that tlie Judiciary
by sale
OYSTERS, for
The Lynchburg Republican of the 11th
at
and
otherwise represented as disgrand juries
Committee be instructed to inquire into tlie
states that tiie Governor of North Carolina
to the Government.
80
loyal
CENTS PER GALLON,
has issued a proclamation prohibiting for 30
expediency of providing by act of Congress,
Representations having been made to the
At
days the transportation from the State of salt, that any loyal citizen who lias sustained Commissioner
ATWOOD’S,
of
Internal
Revenue
that
many
bacon, pork. beef, corn, meal, flour, potatoes damages from the troops of States engaged in l>ersoiis who are
306 C°°gre“
the
excise
law
required
by
the
Portland, Dee. 13.
and cotton cloth.
rebellion, may set off such damages against to use
are
proprietary
to
stamps
claim
in
in
Five yankees, with 400 sacks of salt and
neglecting
any
any suit
equity or action at
with tlie provision,-the Commissioner
2000 pairs of boobs, captured at
by any such rebellious States, agents or comply
Pascagoula, law
has issued a circular
collectors to
trustee
of
instructing
sucli
or
in
were
case
taken
where
to
Alabama,
Mobile.
States,
any
-OF THKenforce the penalty in all such eases.
such claims or demand is for the use or beneThe Charleston Mercury has great
appreThere
was
of
interest in the Mcnothing
fit of such States.
hensions concerning Mobile.
Dowell and Porter courts to-day.
The bill providing for tlie confirmation by
The Mercury also thinks that the whole
A Board of
meet in this city toOF BOSTON,
surplus Yankee lorce in that department was the Senate of volunteer appointments in tlie day for the Engineers
purpose of re|>orting upon the
sent to co-operate in the last and most overnavy, was taken up and discussed until after
ON THE FIRST DAY OF
iron
tower
for
Tlmby
harbor
derevolving
NOVEMBER, 1862.
tlie
expiration of the morning hour, when the fences. The Board
whelming elfort of the enemy to capture Richconsists of Gens. Barnard
resolution relating to the arrest of certain
mond.
and
1. State the name of the
Cullum, and Capt. Kelly of the Corps of
citizens of Delaware was saken up.
The same paper says tiiat the federal steamer
Company. Manufacturers’ Insurance Company
Engineers.
Mr. Davis spoke at length in favor of tlie
North Star, from New Orleans, was captured
2. Where located? Boston.
8. When incorporated?
recently near Palguennia, where she had been resolution, arguing that the President has no
February 23 1822
Raid on Poolesville, Md.
4. Amount of Capital?
for sugar. The crew, ten in number, were
authority to make such arrest, nor has tlie
gipp qqq
5.
Amount of Capital
W
habeas corpus, lie denied that slavery was
ASHIxgton, Dec. 15.
actually
paid in?
taken prisoners.
400 000
6. Number <»t share*, and par value of
East
aliout
8
night
the
rebel cavalo’clock,
the cause of the war, but it was caused by
It also says Gen. Foster’s force is assigned
each? 4000—#100.
under
ry
about
395
Maj.
White,
made
New England and other States abolishing
7. Aniouut of tire risks outstanding?
to co-operate witli tbe Yankee forces in Sufstrong,
8,612,764
a raid iuto
8. Amount of marine risks
Poolesville, Md. They found there
and making a crusade against the
folk in the demonstration against
outstanding? 7I887A91
Richmond, slavery
9. Total amount of
.15 men of Col. Scott’s 900,
risks?
in
a
16
outstanding
600 256
States
which
held
on
to
the
quartered
either by a direct advance upon
original status of wooden huildiim. Alter a
10. Amount of United States stock or treaPetersburg or
brief hut determinby attempting to seize our railroad communi- the country. He thought the people would ed
sury notes owned bv the Company?
struggle, and when the building was ou
arise anil reconstruct the Union, leaving MasState amount of each kind, ami
cation at Weldon.
par value and market value of each.
fire, Lieut. Smith and 17 men of Co. E. sur20,000
Mobile, Dec. 0. A man just from Yokna- sachusetts out in tlie cold. If tlie war had
United states 7 8-10 Bonds, p. v. per
and
were paraded.
rendered,
On our side the
been
carried
out
to
hatofT reports the enemy 40,000
the
Crittenden
according
•bare #100—m. v. #104,
strong, crossloss
was
20 000
one
killed
and
two
wounded. The
11. A inou nt of State stocks? State amount
ing the river. They burned a portion of the
compromise, it would have been finished loug rebels lost two
killed and thirteen wounded.
ot each kind,aud par value aud market
town of Water Valley.
ago.
Ol course they took
value of each.
The Senate then went into executive session.
The Richmond Examiner says the
everything valuable from
preparaot bank stocks? State amount
the men
they paraded, and thoroughly 12. Amount
tions of the United States to
Adjourned.
of each kind, aud par value aud marsubjugate us are
stripp'd the body of Sergeant Stiles, who was,
now truly gigantic.
HOUSE.
In the East, West and
ket value of each.
A bill was introduced to establish a postal
according to the testimony of Col. James B.
North, on land mid water, the movements of
P.v. m v. cost on bks.
1275 stirs City Bank.Boston, 100 102
Swain, one of the bravest men that ever servorder system.
tiie federal armies indicate a zeal,
113 356 74
hope, a fa- money
»hs
650
Shoe*
ed
his
Leather
DealMr. Colfax of Ind., introduced a bill to recountry, lie had been ten years in the
naticism, a desperate avidity, that should banera Hank, Bo-tun,
100
117
64,005 32
service.
regular
duce
ish from every Southern mind all
600 aha hliawmut Bunk,Hutthought of cent. the duties on paper from 35 to 25 fcer
toil,
Referred
to
the
](k)
an early peace, and nerve
committee
on Ways
92
44
lo# no
Southern
hand
every
10 aha Korth Bank, Boaton, Wo
Various Items.
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and Means.
18t; 40
for a battle in which there will lie no
43 aha Trader* Bank,
quarter.
lmi
95
3
889
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New
A
Dec.
bill
15.
was introduced to procure the abolYokk,
Northern Virginia is again overrun,and Rich8f»*e«*»k.
m
*»
1L66H 37
The
SR.’!
Times’
ishment
of
states
in
Washington
correspondent
loo 102
slavery
Missouri, with compen- that Gen. Banks
mond, Petersburg, Weldon, Charleston and
13 965 00
has gone to New Orleans, and
sation to loyal owners. Referred.
^
Mobile are again threatened. Texas undefend"•«“
will there depose Gen. Butler.
HuadBank.LuwThe following resolution passed the House
ed lies helpless and bleeding in the power of
75
80
It is not believed in well informed
1,’°,j8u0
the enemy.
by a vote of 81 against 27:
quarters
Forces are being prepared in
Bay State Bank,
Lawrence,
Missouri and Kansas for thc,invasion of Arkan75 75
Resolved, That in the judgment of this here that Gen. Banks has landed in North
7 500 00
20 shs Market Rank. Boston, 70
72
sas.
House, there should lie no legislation Carolina. Some other of the numerous late
The communication between the West
New England Bank,
lias
undoubtedly been confounded
and Richmond is invaded at Chattanooga and
changing the existing laws providing for the expeditions
100 103
5,962 75
with this.
payment of interest on the public debt in coin.
Knoxville, and the Mississippi aud its tributaA
Fortress
Monroe
letter states that PlyA
resolution was adopted instructing the
ries are bristling with gunboats for operation
**
of railroad stocks* State ain’t
mouth has been destroyed by fire, hut
committee on Ways and Means to inquire into
as soon as the floods come.
by what 13. Amount
of each kind, aud par \alue aud mardivision of the Federal armv is not known.
the expediency of revising the tariff and inket value ot each.
None.
A
creasing the duly on all foreign goods not of on scouting party from Suffolk had a tight I 14. Amount of railroad bonds? State am t
From Fredericksburg.
of each kind, and par value and marFriday at Joiner’s Ford, and captured
prime necessity, so that the imports of foreign
ket value of each.
#102,000 Bonds
IlEADql'ARTERS ARMY OF PoTOMAC, I
goods shall not exceed the amount exported twenty-two captains and fifteen privates.
Cheshire Rail Road, par value 100,marof American growth and manufacture, excluMonday Dec. 13, 11 A. M. )
ketv.lue KI2
87.783 67
There was considerable firing yesterday be- ! sive of
New York MnrkeU
15. < ash value ot real estate owned
specie.
by the
tween the advanced troops of the two armies, i
Company
as.283 03
A resolution was adopted to instruct the i
New Yokk. Dec. 15.
Amount
lt>.
of cash on hand, including adAt one time the rebels showed a disposition
committee on Military Affairs to inquire into
Cotton—very quiet: 66 for middling uplands.
vances on losses not adjusted ?
72*013 68
Flour—State ami Western dull; Superfine State |
to move upon Gen. Franklin's forces.
Occathe expediency of providing for the dismissal
17. Amt of cash in hands of agents? None.
Extra do 605 @ 6 25; ftouud Hoop Ohio
6di@686;
sionallv the rebels would throw a tew shells
18. Amount loaned ou mortgage of real esfrom service of all unfit commissioned and
6,0 a, 6 76; Western 6 75; Southern droopiuit. sales
tate ?
among our troops just to remind us that they
750 barrels;
172,000 00
non-commissioned officers.
Mixed to good G85 Sj 710; Fancy
and extra7 25 @ SOOi Canada lower: Extra6 16 « ! 19. Amount loaned on collateral?
77 77867
were still there.
Witli these exceptions evA resolution was adopted instructing the
Amount Inaiuul a-i*....I1-•-1 •
was
ouiet.
erything
There was some skircommittee on Military .vuairs to
21. Amount of all oilier investments?
inquire into
Wheat—dull sale* 78,000 bu; Chicago spring 1 20 ®
12,UU0 00
22. Amount of premium notes on risks ter■rushing tins loreuoon, with considerable artilthe expediency ot' granting bounties to sol1 28; Milwaukee club 1 24 % 1 32: Winter Red West'
minated f
ern
1
n
88
5 287 18
1
lery firing.
Amber
o
421;
Slate 1 44
diers enlisting in the regular or volunteer ar1 40
23. Amount of borrowed money
.specifying
The body of Gen. Bayard left for
Corn—easier; Mixed Western 75J ^ 76J for shipWashing- my since the 4th of March 1361, or who may- ping.
collaterals given for the same? None.
ton to-day. He was to have been married
24. Amount of losses due a nd unpaid? None.
have, or may hereafter, serve less than two
Pork—lower, sales 1900 hhl*; Mess 14 00.
next Wednesday.
25. Amouut of losses claimed |
years.
Sugars—rjuiet; sales 445 hbds New Orleans at 10;
and unpaid ?
Muscovado 9.
A resolution was adopted that the Procla28. Amouut of losses reported jI considered
Headquarters Army of Potomac, 1
St. Domingo 50 bags at 28 a 29.
Coflbe—dull;
mation
of
tlie
President
of
is
war22d,
Sept.
upon which the liability f
December 15.
Molasses—dull; New Orleans 9.) bbs at 31; Dcma)
question,
of the Company is not deranted by the Conatitution,and that the policy
rars30 hhds at 39}
The weather to-day has been clear and
ter mined ?
J
58.900 00
of emancipation, as indicated therein, is well
Tallow—active; sale* 220 hhds at 10} « 10}.
warmer, with a stroug southerly wind.
The
27. Amount of all other claims against the
to
cotton
Freights
7-t6
for
neutral
adapted to hasten the restoration of peace; vessels; flourLiverpool—dull;
roads are in very good condition.
The posiCompany?
None.
Is 7jd a Is 9d; grain 7 ,o 8d for bulk
that it is well chosen as a war measure; and
28. Amouut of cash received for premiums
tion of the two armies remain nearly the same.
and ships’ bags.
ou tire risks?
is an exercise of power, with a proper regard
68,729 69
There was not much artillery tiring this after29. Amouut of cash received for premiums
to
the
of
and
the
of
noon by either party.
rights
citizens,
perpetuity
Those shots the rebels
on marine risks?
Stock
Market.
22,679 66
our
free
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51.
did fire were thrown into the city.
government. Adopted,
30. Amount of notes received for premiums
against
The eneNew
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The
15.
ou tire risks?
bill
for
the
York,
Army
None.
who
are
in
Appropriation
year
my,
plain view, are ‘not idle, but
Second Hoard—Stocks dull.
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
busily employed in strengthening their posi- ending June. 1864, was reported from the com- American Gold. 13IJ
on marine risks?
229.237 82
mittee of Ways and Means, and made the
tion.
32. Amouut of cash received for interest ?
Treasury O'..!..!!!! 108}
61,110 94
United States demand notes...12t;j
33. Amouut of income received from all
Most of our wounded were to-day removed
s|>ccial order for Thursday.
Uuited States 0's 1881 coupons.104
other sources?
Sir. Conway offered a series of resolutions,
2,936 08
from the city to this side of the river, as on
34. Amount of tire losses paid last year?
86,878 66
which were tabled 82 against 1, Mr. Conwaythe renewal of the battle the rebel guns would
35. Amount of murine losses paid last year? 44.273 75
the
be likely to cause the destruction of the
only person voting nay.
36. Amount of dividend* paid the last year? 12',000 00
bridg- being
37. Amount paid for expenses of office?
es.
Over 700 prisoners have been taken since
Mr. Noell of Missouri asked, but did not
14.274 24
38. Amount of other expenditures?
lu,200 00
our army crossed the river.
obtain, leave to oiler the following:
39. Amount received in cash for tire risks
Unsolved, That while the Government is ennot terminated ?
70,710 42
40. Amount required to re-insure all outFrom Fort Royal.—Projected Expedition
are
gaged in actual war to suppress unlawful comstanding risks? From 75per cent. to95
Against Mobile.
binations of its citizens iu open rebellion
per cent, of premiums.
New York, Dee. 15.
against its constitutional authority, nq person The Largest and Best Assortment of 41. Amount
of premium notes on risks not
The gunboat Bienville, from Port Royal via
terminated?
owning allegiance to it have a right, by reason
165,36718
42. Amouut of delinquent notes not chargCharleston 11th. has arrived.
of the fact or his or their beliel of the existGIFT
ed to profit and loss?
26 00
The British frigate Ariadne was at Charlesence of the fact that the war is not prosecuted
43. Highest rate of interest received? Six
ton bar: also a sloop-of-war. both of which had
Cbo.
by legitimate and constitutional means, to
1st cent.
withhold his or their support to the efforts of
communicated with the British Consul in
44. Highest rate of interest paid on money
in the city—is to be found at
borrowed?
the Government in tlie prosecution of the war,
Charleston.
Nothing.
45. How many shares of the capital stock
or to resist the enforcement of the
The Bienville has a large mail Horn the arlaws, raisare pledged to the Company ?
None.
and
and
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and
my
ing, maintaining
r.avy.
46. Balance to credit of profit and loss acregulating
army
The gunboat E. B. Hall has arrived in tow
or
No.
61
the
laws
count?
taxes
and
Street.
burdens
navy,
282,248 34
Exchange
imposing
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss acof the Bienville, having been disabled.
for the payment of the expenses of the war;
She
PHOTOGRAPHIC
ALBUMS—of
count?
variety
of
every
Nothing.
left Port Royal on the 10th, and passed four
and if any person or persons in the United
48. How many shares of tbe capital stock
binding—a very large assortment, at this lowsteamers and a brig going into Port
States, thus owing allegiance, shall, for reaEST PRICES.
are owne i by the Compauy, or not subRoyal, all
scribed for?*
sons or pretended reasons as aforesaid, resist
None.
heavily laden with troops.
vr< all and examine thin Stock before purchasing
49. What amouut of the capital consists of
tlie enforcement of such laws, or persuade or
elsewhere.
Advices |>er the Bienville mention an
decl6 tjanl
expethe stockholders'notes?
N thing.
dition projected against Mobile. The steamer
incite others to resist them, they ought to be
SAM'L GOULD, President.
Ericsson and a propeller, both with troops,
held guilty of a high crime, and punished with
Jar. J. Gooduicu, Secretary.
LANCASTER HALL.
sailed and left on the 10th. both bound South.
deatn or imprisonment in the penitentiary;
The steamer Star of the South, and a large
and that the Committee on the Judiciary be
Commonwealth of .Massachusetts.
FIVE Hf I (i II T S ONLY!
steamer, probably North Star, were passed oil' and is hereby instructed to consider tlie proSUFFOLK hr.. December 10. 1862.
Edisto by the Bienville.
priety and necessity of providing by law for
Personally
appeared Samuel Gould. President, aud
-COMMENCINGThe rebels in the vicinity of Hilton Head
the punishment of such cases, and report byJas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above Company,
have erected powerful batteries on James'and
bill or otherwise.
Dec. 17th, 1862. and severally made oath that the above statement,
by them subscribed, is. in their belief, true.
Sullivan’s Islands, and along the west of Bull's
The House passed the Senate joint resolu-ALSOBefore me,
William T. AsiuHus,
tion additionally increasing the bonds of the
Bay.
Justice of the Peace.
Afternoons.
of
WeducsdayAc
Public Printing 840,000.
Saturday
Beauregard was entrenching at Charleston Superintendent
with 40,000 troops under him.
Itoscoe Conklin of New York introduced a
NATH’L F. DEERING.
i up Health or the
UNION TROUPE OP
joint resolution, authorizing the Secretary of
troops at Port Royal was
the Navy to despatch an armed vessel, or
excellent.
No. 3 Exchange Street
Portland,
Glaus
should it lie necessary, two vessels, to convoy
decl2 d3w
From Fredericksburg—Additional Killed and
•xiii**
simmers,
the starving operatives of England. The resWounded.
olution was rejected by a vote of 4t! to 71.
-ANDWashington, Dec. 14.
Mr. Van Wyck offered the following resoluGLASS STEAM ENGINE!
Up to midnight no intelligence of imporundersigned would inform his old friends
tion, which was adopted:
tance had been received from the
and the public, that alter an abseuce of twentyarmy of the
Where
five years, he ha* ret-urned to his native place and
grievous delays happen in the money i From Barnum’. Aquarial Gardena.Boston
Potomac. There was occasional Urine during
due soldiers, and, therefore, in order to ascer- I
tyF or particulars see Programmes.
purchased ot Mr. Thomas Richard* hi* interest in
the day, but it was of little
JOHN GKAFFAM, Business Manager
consequence in its
the
tain if any and what legislation may be necesresults. The taking of several rifle
docl6
|
6t
pits yesto remedy such delays:
Street
terday evidently gave rise to the report that sary
Resolved, Tnat the Secretary of the Treasthe first line of the enemy's works had been
where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
be
to
furnish
to
the
House
the
requested
ury
taken.
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
reasons why the requisitions of the paymasclose application to busiuess. and an endeavor to
A number of wounded arrived to-night, and
ters of the army are not promptly tilled.
A BOUT 15,000 Acres of Land—supposed to conplease, to merit a sharo of patronage.
were conveyed to the several
hospitals. Anin.
on an average.about five thousand of stuiutain,
II. II It A DISH.
Mr. Pomroy of Kansas offered the following:
other boat load is on the way.
page to an acre, of spruce, hemlock and piue, besides
GOOD FAMIL Y FLOUR by the barrel, or in less
Resolved by the Senate and House of Repmuch hard wood, aud a go* d growth ot young,thrifNew York. Dec. 15.
deed tf
ty juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o. about
quantities
that the, Secretary of the TreasAmong the killed are Capt. John Murry and resentatives
1000 acres, with a good water power at its outlet.—
of the United States be and is hereby auury
James
B.
Capt.
This pond flows, by the present dam, about 1000 acres
Perry,5th New Hampshire;— thorized and
empowered to pay in coin any of meadow,
"WHITE STAR LINE"
whicli can be put iuto grass, to great adwounded, Maj. Pitcher, 5th Maine, and reportportion of the bonded public debt maturing
vantage, bv withdrawing rne flu wage.
ed killed.
Ot'
The
Mill
is
short
but
a
and
due
distance
from
tide
water,
falling
previous to 1st of January. where the Lumber is loaded.
The following are the names of additional
The resolution was referred to the Committee
wounded: Capt. Lovett, lflth Maine: Lieut.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.
on Ways and Means.
the
Stevens and Lieut. Austin, do.; Privates Coleowners, who reside at a distance, and the
Mr. Calvert of Maryland offered a resolulandpresent
will be sold at an immense bargain to any one
man. do.; Grindle, do.; J. P. Robinson,
The splendid, new and powerful
do.; tion, calling on the
has the faculty aud inclination to manage it.
Secretary of War to fur- who
E. S. Barker, do.; N.
"Mavrocoudatos," A 1,
For further information apply to f'ol. J. L. LawWheeler, do., foot; R. nish the reports of the
Steamship
for
the
12
Quartermasters
4th
years, 1200 tons, 600 horse power—
hence, or to
LEVI HA KILE IT k CO.,
Grant,
Maine, hand.
T. S. Ewen. Commander, will leave
past three months, concerning the expendidecl6 dl^wSw
No. 2 Long Wharf. Boston.
l’ortiauu on or about the 20th iust. Has first rate
tures for all contrabands so called at Beaufort,
The Free Labor Movement in North
accommodations for
passengers, first, second and
S. C. Referred to Committee on Military Afthird class. For freight or passage apply to
Carolina.
fairs by a vote of 77 against 42.
HOI D ft CO.,
FREER,
N.
Nkwbern,
C., Dec. 10.
British Consulate Office, Exchange Street.
Mr. Pendleton offered the following, and deSteam and f»a*
Ac.
The free labor movement, which lias been
dad
manded the previous question or its passage:
extensively and quickly organized in Eastern
Resolved, That the President of the United
subscriber would inform his friends aud the
North Carolina, is understood to be a
preparaStates be requested to inform the House if, in
public, that he may be fouud at
tory movement to reorganize the government
his judgment, it is not inconsistent with the
of the Suite on a loyal basis, so that North
3 7
UNION
STREET,
public interest, whether, in any oath of allegi- (until his shop is rebuilt,)
Fine American Sable Furs!
Carolina may accept President Lincoln's poliready to answer auy orders
ance or parole required to be’ taken by any
for steam, gas and water pipes.
FOR SAL* AT
cy of coni|>ensate<l emancipation. There is
or
now
held
in
Steam
and Gas Fittings of all descriptiosn.
person
lately
custody by the
much animation in military matters in this deWill also attend to fitting the above for steam or j
136
MIDDLE STREET.
authorities of the United States, there was inpartment, and important results may be lookg.is.
serted a clause to the effect that lie should not
ed for soon.
Fitch and River Sable Furs,
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam !
bring a suit for the recovery of damages for
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks. Ac
FOB SALF. AT SHAW’S.
such imprisonment, or that he should not opWill devote his personal attention to arranging
Gen. Banks Landed at Winton, N. C.
aud setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
i pose by speech or otherwise the war measures
Furs
altered aud repaired. 1
exchanged,
terms
IRA W1X.V, Agent.
of the Administration.
Philadelphia, Dec. 15.
nov27 4wedi*
declC dtf
4 he President had a special
from
Mr.
of
a
offered
dispatch
Gurley
Ohio,
resolution,
Washington stating that Gen. Banks landed which was adopted, calling upon the PresiNOTICE*
NOW! !
at Winton, N. C., near the head waters of the
dent to furnish all the correspondence between
FillllS certifies that I have given to my son. Edgar
Chowan river and formed a junction with the
the President and the War Department since
A L. Flint his time from this date. lie is at lib7,000 MINK.
troops at Sutfolk, and is supposed to be adthe campaign of the Peninsula was undererty to transact business for himself, and 1 shall claim
4,000 FOX,
none of his earnings, nor pay anv of his debts.
vancing on Weldon. Gen. Banks has assumed taken.
0,000 MUSK KAT.
command of the troops under Gens. Foster,
ELEAZER FLINT.
Mr. Kellogg offered a resolution, which was
Highest prices paid at HARRIS’ HAT STORE,
Witness—Jeremiah Dow.
Peck, Augur and Emory.
the
committee on Terriadopted, instructing
Baldwin. December 11, 1862
Dec. S—2wed
decl6 d3t*
Pott-office.
on

Brookline, Mass.,

cour,e

Wednesday Evening,Dec. 17, 1869,

FIFTY MORE MEflf !

••

winter season,
preparation for

render them water

to

Dec.

,,

Olmstkad's Watkk Pkoof Leather
Presekveu.—We have used this article for
some

Adopted.
abolishing the grades of medical
reported back from the committee
Military Aflairs, with a recommendation
to.

Portland,

FREI). H.
of

JOHN ROBINSON.

£

y The body of Lieut. Charles H. Colley,
Co. B, 10th Maine Regiment, who died in
Prince street Hospital, Alexandria, Sept. 27th,
was brought to this city, from
Washington,
yesterday, and forwarded to Gray, his late
residence, for interment. 11 will be recollected
that some weeks since a body was forwarded
to Gray supposed to be that of Lieut. C., but

and arrived here as

The House then went into Committee of the
\Y hole on the State of the Union on the Pres-

ident's message.
Mr. Cox of Ohio, delivered a
speech in opposition to the conduct ot the administration,
and the policy of the republican
party in general, arguing that the people in the recent
elections had condemned the emancipation act
ot the President and other measures.

The bill
officers was

T^ed by'''*

and fitted it up anew, I am now
ready to wait upon
my former customers and the public generally, at all
hours, w ith all the luxuries of the day.

companies.

*'*c,IIre °f ,ho

'

wants!

j

M. L. A. Lecture*.

Having leased the building,
Nos. 17 & 19
Girhauge Street,

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co,

from thieves

immediately forwarded,

bounties to sick and wounded soldiers.
The bill concerning judgments in suits
brought by the United States, was reported
back from the Finance committee, with a recommendation that the House amendment be

Eating

ENTERTAINMENTS.

I louse.

return

the members of the bar who have been engaged before him,while, at the same
time, he has
evinced the disposition, as far as lies in his
power, to protect the
and scoundrels.

of country in which are situated the Salmon
river gold mines.
A resolution was adopted
instructing the
committee on \\ ays aud Means to inquire into the expediency of
taxing the boats of canal

Washington, Dec. 15.
Petitions wore presented protesting against
the action of the Naval advisory board, in
favor of a general bankrupt law and
giving

mmm——■^___

*

EXCHANGE

Oysters.

will come

in and finish the business of the present term.
The second jury has been discharged. There
is a case of

MERCHANTS’

0y“ter“-

case.
0.1

Inquire into the expediency of estahlishing a territorial government for that region

Oysters, Oysters!

tee ground that the verdict was against law
and the instructions of the Court; and because
it was against the evidence and the weight of

lime for

■

tories to

SENATE.

disagreed

Fredericksburg, Doc.

rate and distinct offenses; not of the same
class or nature in character.
12*1—Because the verdict of guilty is general upon all the counts in said indictment;
while the lirst and second counts are detective
and insufficient in law to authorize any judgment to he rendered thereon—because in neither of said two counts is it alleged that the
dwelling house (within the curtilage of which
the barn, alleged to have been burnt, was situated, and, by the burning of which barn in the
night time, it was alleged that said bouse was
endangered) was occupied by any person, at
the time of such alleged burning ol'Buid barn.
8d—Because neither of the counts iu said
indictment are good and sufficient in law.
A motion for a new trial was also tiled, on

evidence in the
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Ten Thousand Four Hundred Cigar*.
The saiue having boon decreed forfeit to the United
States in-the Di-trict Court lor said District, aud ordered to be sold, aud the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this tenth day of December. AD 18*3.
F A. QUIN B*V
I S. Deputy Marshal, District of Maine.
declO dl5t

CLIXTOX I'l KBI-II A CO-

Forwarding

& Commission

Merchants,

NO. 24 RIVER STREET,
CHICAGO.
CI.XMTON rURBien.

FHANKLIX CARTS*.

Kefkrkmks—J. It

Brown k Son.
W. W. Thomas,
A. K. >hurtkfT

Portland.
'*
"

S. J. Smith.
W. J. Emnu-r, New York.
Harris, Heyl k Co., Ptiiladelphia.
dee2 d&w3t\24

PATTERNS !
For Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.
G. L. BAIL

Yt 42 Exchange St.

nov20 eodtf

Ocean Insurance Company.
ANNUAL MEETING.
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Comare
hereby
notified to meet at the office of
pany
aaid Company on Monday, the fifth day of January,
1903, at 8 o'clock P. M tor the purpose of choosing
aevon Directors for the ensuing tear, and the transaction of any other business which may then be le-

THE
gally

acted upon

Pert laud,

GEO A

Dec. 10, 1802

WEIGHT, Secretary
declO tm
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THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

.8I@ 9c Soft,
.4J@ 6
Twine.
Hough.6A@ 6
Tran.
Duty: 35 pc ad rat.
Cottuu bail.83 @86e
Duty 20c P lb.
.40 @
Hyson.75c@81 Flax
Young Hyson....76 @ 1
Haloing.45 «-60
-42 @ 60
Oolong.67 @80 Hemp
American refined
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An Adventure Down in Dixie.

Portland Wholesale* Prices Current.

correspondent writing to the Boston
Journal from the IT. S. barque Restless, of
the Charleston blockading squadron, relates
the following interesting adventure:
A little trip to the “main” was made a day
or twro since by Master’s Mate James W. Russell, of this ship, a brief account of which

Expressly corrected

A

may prove of some interest to your readers.
Our Captain had received information from
contrabands thut the mail between Charleston,
Santee and Georgetown, passed two or three
times a week, in the night, along a road about
tlve miles inland, and determined to attempt
its capture. Mr. Russell was detailed for this
duty, and accordingly started on the afternoon
of the 3d inst.. accompanied by two contrabands, called Jerry and Harry, who were acquainted with the locality. They arrived at
the main about sundown, and proceeded to
the road where the mail was expected to pass.
Close by was the plantation upon which the
two contrabands had been slaves, and where
their families still lived. One of them was
sent to his hut to make inquiries about the
mail, and soon returned with another negro, a
slave, called Jack, w ho appeared very intelligent, expressed a desire to la? free, and who
offered to aid the enterprise in any way possible. Mr. Russell sent him to the mail station j
near by, to ascertain what time the mail would
pass, and get such other information as he
could. Jack showed more shrewdness than !
many white people would have done. Poultry is sometimes sent by tin? mail carrier.—
Jack boldly entered the station, and inquired
what time the mail came, saying he had some ;
chickens to send. He found that it did not
come until the next night.
After obtaining I
all the information possible, he returned. Mr.
In

tt

flit

unil

lutinir nsuniux/1

for

Restoring, Invigorating, lfenutlfying
and Dressing the Ilair,
Rendering It soft, silky and glossy, and disposing it to
remain in any desired position ; quickly cleansing the
scalp, arresting the fall and imparting a healthy and
natural color to the Ilair.
it

never

To Restore

fails

Hair

Grey

TO

Its Original Youthful Color
V\
w.©\ iv VK^e ,

Country.9J@l0i

Whose Ilair

requires frequent dressing the Zylobalhas n«» equal. No lady's toilet
is complete without it.
Bold by Druggists throughout the World.
samum

PRINCIPAL SALES

of the negroes

on the plantation, and told tha
the master and overseer were away, and no
one to fear except the driver, was induced to
go over to one of the lints to stay until the
next night.
He was very cordially received,
and although it was quite late, a supper of
boiled hominy and roast sweet potatoes, the

OFFICE

best they had, was immediately prepared.
There was soon quite a crowd of slaves col-

Cement*

lected in the hut. All had heard of the President's emancipation proclamation, and made
eager inquiries concerning it. They supposed
that when Charleston should be taken the
proclamation would be enforced. They all
wanted to be free. There was among them a
very old man, a great-grandfather. Notwithstanding his age, he said he was obliged to go
Into the field every day to his work or be cow
hided. The whip and the one who used it 1
will describe presently. The “best bed,” but
not the “spare bed," for there was none, was
given to their guest. It was a rough bunk
with no lied save the lioards, a hard cotton
pillow, and two very'old blankets, which appeared to have been targets for Berdan’s regiment.
Ail the bedding they possessed was
offered to him. A pitch pine knot served the
of a candle. About midnight Mr.
[ussell was aroused by a noise in the adjoining
hut, where llarry was w ith his family, lie
went out and found that the driver, who by
some means had become apprised of the re'urn
of the two contrabands, Was dragging Harry
out of the hut by the throat, and belaboring
him with a whip.
This driver was a ferocious mulatto, over
six feet high, very large, and extremely muscular and powerful. The w hip lie used, which
was made expressly lor him, was of plaited i
cowhide, about ten feet lone, and one and a
half inches in diameter at the butt, gradually
tapering to the end. This whip was afterwards obtained and brought away as a trophy.
Mr. Russell did not wish himself to lie seen, because it might frustrate his mail
enterprise
the next night., and so kept himself concealed
for a while, but soon found it necessary to
interfere, which he did by coming forward and
leveling a revolver at the driver’s head, causiug him to drop both Harry and the whip, and
Mr. Russell thought it about
run for his life.
time to leave, and taking the three contrabands
started for his boat and rowed to Bull’s Island.
He now concluded that there was still a
chance for ttie mail, provided he made a bold
push in the day time. A sharp lookout would
be kept at the landing the next night. He star- I
ted back again at noon, arrived at the lauding
about 4 o'clock, left Jack in charge of the boat,
with orders to keep concealed, and with the
other two contrabands made his way back
through the woods to the road, arriving before
dark. Here lie remained concealed until aliout
half-past 10 o'clock, when the mail came along. ;
It was carried by one man, with a horse and |
sulky. Mr. Russell,having stationed the two
negroes, jumped out into the road with a pistol
and commanded the man to stop.
He reined
He was asup at once, and asked what for.
sured he would not lie harmed, and told he
would save all further trouble by alighting.
He wanted to know by what authority he w as
stopped. “By authority of the United Slates
Goverment.”
Thank God!" said the man,
and jumped out, “lam glad of it. I hare
wanted a rhanre like this for some time.”
After searching the man and his sulky, Mr.
Russell tied the horse to a tree near the road
aud proceeded w ith the man and his mail hags
toward the boat. Upon arriving at the spot
four mounted pickets were discovered a lew
feet in advance, oil the watch.
Mr. Russell's
party concealed themselves until daybreak,
When the pickets rode away. Upon giving the
agreed signal, Jack, the new contraband, w ho
had faithfully remained by the boat since the i
preceding afternoon made his appearance, and
a puli of a few hours brought them
safely to
the ship. The gunboat "flag"
happened to be
in sight, and the man and the mail bags were
immediately dispatched to the Hag ship of the
squadron. The contents of the mail, which
was a large one, were not ascertained at the
time, but Charleston papers of the4th(tbe duy
the mail was taken)were obtained. They contain very little uews.
A good deal of information was obtained
from the mail carrier. I should judge him to
hp
mirul rpnrpspiitjit ivi» nf tlu* nmru int..lli_
geut portion of the poor whites of the South.
He was over forty years of age, was born in
Charleston, and had never been more than sixty miles from that city in his life. He said he
liked the South for it had been his home, but
now there was no chance for a poor white
There were
man, and lie was glad to leave.
mauy others who felt as he did, but many believed if they should cotne within our power,
they would lie imprisoned anil otherwise abused, and perhaps killed. The farmers in that
vicinity believe that if Charleston is taken
they will be driven away, their slaves liberated,
and their lands confiscated. This carrier, of
course, would have been compelled to join the
army, had lie not been engaged in carrying the
mail, which the law' will not allow to be carried by a negro.

p bbl.$130@135
Drug* and Dye*.
dec 10 cod &
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SCALES.
These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (AND only by then.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

They are correct in principle, thornughlg made,
of the beat materiala, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.
For

sale, in ever)* variety,

as

Hay, Coal and Railroad Scale*!
FECTIONERS- and GOLD

SCALES!

With a complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

118 Milk Street.

by

—

.corner

Batten-march Street,

of

Boston.
Sold in Portland
oc25

by

WATERHOUSE.

EMERY &

than

twenty-five years has the well known

HOUSE

FURNITURE
OF

WALTER
Furnished the

COREY,

mansions of the wealthy and tbo
dwellings of the lowly,

THE PUBLIC

MERCHANT

SHIPS,

AND

STEAMERS

At

AND
the old stand,
52 and 54

With

POWER,

good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock, j
he can furnish the largest assortment of

CUSTOM-MADE

WORK,

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)
Than

can

be

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortment of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Rich and
Medium Prid'd Drawiug Room, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every description. 1 eat her Beds and Mattresses of all kinds, Common
Furniture, Chairs, Looking Classes, &c.

The Be*t of Extension

Tables, &e.

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

Spiral

N. B.—SHIP

Spring Beds,
to

&c.
n»

uanal.

FURNITURE made to order.

October 1st, 1802.

tf

Dissolution of <

o|»nrfiftcrs|ii|>.

ThTOTICE is hereby given that the copartnership
.Lx hitherto existing between the subscribers under
the firm name of BROWN & PERKINS, is dissolved by mutual consent on this 26th day of October,
The affairs of the late firm will be settled by W. T.
W. T. BROWN.
Brown & Co.
Portland, Oct. 26, 18G2. KOBT R. PERKINS.

Portland Match

SURGEON If MECHANICAL
1

t> e rv v i js t,

abeth, to the amount of

Cape

Two Thousand Dollars.
eight years time,

at the rate of

interest of live per
cent, per annum. The Bunds, with semi-annual
coupons, are made pavable at Portland.
JOSEPH S. PICKETT, Treasurer.
decll tdeo20*
Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 10.1862

in A T C II,

to supply the trade in large or
quantities with hii article which we warrant
superior to any offered iu the market, it being the

small

ONL

prepared

Y RE LIA BL E MA T( II I V THE MA REE T,

of American

purchase

on

I Iff V If O V ED

!

Company.

rWIHE undersigned having assumed the business of
JL the late linn of Brown & Perkins, and having
increased our facilities for the manufacture of our

we are now

manufacture, for

Son Use,
bv not being impaired by age, dampness or change
of climate; anti the proprietors, ever grateful for liberal patronage received, fool confident that, by giving their personal attention to the manufacture,they
will continue to merit the confidence of their former
patrons and of the trade iu general.

No. 24 Fore Street, Portland, Me.
and pot the PORTIAS T> MA TCH,
are other matches offered to the trade purporting to be our match. We have no connection
with any other manufactory.
X. B.
as there

Bo

sure

W. T. BROWN & CO.

nov25 d3w

j

Frohook,

happily

adapted

TESTIMONIALS :
Commercial House. Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring lied Bottom” into
my house, after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
an
easy and itealthy bed. 1 am nsing several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if uot better than the best.
N. 4. DAVIS, Proprietor.
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests
oQthem in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. i>
a son.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

speak

McLaughlin

I
1

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
using the ‘Andcrsou .Spring Bed Bottom,’ aud

am
am very

much

pleased

w

1

AND

And all other articles

^PAINTS,

DAILY

eheerfuliy

recommend it

a* an

Augusta. Aug. 6. 1*62.

can

FOX

usually kept

in

a

they

summer.

Plain and

The Bod Bottom 1 bought of you fullv merits my
expectations, and is fully up to your high recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping aiaiintenis.

AI STAPLES,

Augusta, AprillS, 18G2.

A

N. WILLIAMS.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need

a

of such

an

NORTH

Via

and

This road is broad guaoe and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Car*.

article; and I believe jt to be

superior to

|

by

LITTLE, Aoewt,
Office 81 Exchange Street,
money by securing tickets at this

and

can save

June 23.

dawtf

Is

DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN

EMMENAGOGUE.

dependent

Cleaned

COAL

j

THESE

&

WOOD,

STEAM

and

rare

discovery,

upon

Book and Job

No. Ml EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1862.
iujnries received in my right eye, w hen a
chrouic inflammation had been produced, in

boy,

a

consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdoin.
Every moment of my wakiug life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

1

j

j

meantime, most providentially. I noticed
day iu a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard ol it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
In the

j
1

BOOI AND

was removed: I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
1
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me. I give It a
I dose, and that is an end of it. 1 would not be with-

out it for any amount of money. I take Occasion to
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain iu and over her eye*, and
she has found Poor Richard’*

j

ereign specific in her
relief.

Their Establishment la tarot.bed with all

case,

Eye Water

giving

a

proved modern machinery,

S

Book and

sov-

a

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Poor Richard’s Eye and Ear Water
Is

truly

a

Sovereign Remedy

for Inflamed and Dis-

r.yn. uim > isiol. aim h c»k tuyrs, uraineaa,
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is parsed into

ruru

by a small glass tube, which, together with
Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Puk e 25 cents fer Bottle.
Tubes 6 Cents.
II. H
HAY and W F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
the

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

NEATEST

MANNER.

ear

the

;

Agents.

Billet*

A Circular* In Xrery Variety of Type.

MRS. M. G. BROWN, Proprietor,
novl3 dtfiu
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

BAH-CUCIS. NOTE, AM BILLS 01 LAMM.

Infirmary.

PRIVATE

Infirmary.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES A GLLTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

Policies Printed and

DR.

Hound for

Insurance Companies.
*

Deeds, Lew Briefs,

Equity Cases,

And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Dispatch.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,
Executed in taate to >ult the moat Sutidioaa.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our

SHOP

8tyle*

are

nnaarpaaaed.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
A SO

*

ALL

..

A

State

Business Cards of Every Variety
Style and Coat.

be furnished.

THE

Fancy Printing,

this

have

P. 8. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., PhiUulelphia.
HF*Xumerous cert.ticates of a similar character

might

ef

Fancy Types,

adequate to do any work demanded in

Ie

the

and their aaeortmeat

her almost instant

Grateful to God for the benefit that I

personally received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.

jW>

Card &

JOB PRINTING

irritation

|

1

Book,

Second Floor,

The Proprietor* of the Poxylaxb Daily Pa nee
reaper t tally Invite attention to their taeUMea lbr executing, in beautiful style, every deecrlption of

and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
success,

one

£$», yJ'-'JEL

OUR

STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

From

now

..

Printing Office,

which it most wonder-

Philadelphia. If auy one has doubts as to the value
remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

been sold without a sina/e failure.
yt vJM AM when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
fr 'll is nut up in bottles oi three
different strengths, with full directiorv# for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
MIKES—Full strength. *10; ball strength, £6;
quarter strength, S3 per bottle.

FOR

POWER

of this

Known for the purpose, as it win
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstruction*, from any cause, and
after all other remedkVof the kind
have been tried in vain.

trill be refunded.
None genuHE WAFIE OF I MITA TIOXS
ine and warranted, unless purchased directtu of Itr.
M. at his
medial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 28 Tuion street. Providence. H. 1.
Ifr-T his Specialty embraces all diseases of a private nature, noth of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
fcirt onsultations by letter or otherwise are strictly ctmfdentiaJ.nud medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States.' Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and ouiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over Uco
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benejit to those who pay it. All this comet from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who aie ahkt> destitute of honor, character and sk.l), and w hose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid be in g humbugged, take no man's
word, no matter what his pretensions art, but
MAKE INQUIRY:—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; tor, a* advertising physicians. in nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there is
no
in trusting any of them, unless yon know
who am! what tbev are.
Dr.
M. will send free, bv enclosing one
|y
above, a pamphlet mi DISEASES Or WOstamp as
MEN. and on Private Diseases generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted rejerences and
testimonials, without which uo advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserviug of AM Y COXFWEXCE IVHA TEI Ell.
jyOrders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON,
as above.
deed ly

impor-

operations, putting to blush the old systems
treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
! Hen»on, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

Ml ci-khrated F'emak MltBriH,
virtues uuknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sinale ladies, and i* the very best thing

rr/// ;MEMHMl— This medicine is designed exssly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind hare failed to cure also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price

a new

dtf

ful in its

possessing

OVER 2000 BOTTLES have

is

good

THE PORT!AID DAILY PRESS

of

j

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.

body

in

N. A. FOSTER A CO.
July 17.180.

Poor Richard*!! Eye and Ear Water

[Copyright secured.]

The Great Indian

of the

yet every part
them for life and health.

W. D.

rr You

And It* capacity and tacilttlee fbr doing work
style are equal to any in the City or State.

tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
Ear, and yet uonc are less understood or more neglected
They seem to pass even common observation,

with

UJFTickets sold iu Portland at lowest Boston rate

are more

-a—

FAST PRESSES AID STEAM POWER

WATER!

TO'O Organs of the human system

out

provided

XT The office Is supplied with

POOR RIC HARD'S

WEST,

Niagara Falls.

counting-room of the Daily Frees
Maine State Frees, head of flnt flight of stairs,
will be promptly attended to.

according

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

EXCHANGE STREET

Orders left at the

This S>tntp is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely of Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall k Ituchkl.218Greenwich street; in Boston by OKo. (*. Goodwin k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
At retail by H. H. HAY, Portland.
de<*> 3in

BY THI

ERIE

the moot libera

tP*It affords RELIEF' in twenty-four hours, and

iH THROUGH TICKETS
To Chic ago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo. 8t. Paul, La C&oms, St. I.ouia,
New Orleans, or any part of the
OR

on

and

an entire cure is warranted, when taken
to directions, which accompany each bottle.

1

WEST, SOUTH

be promptly attended to

IF3in-'Vvrorm Syrup

Duty:
l^C, Pailam thing of the kind now in use.
Lemons, Oranges, dy jc p lb.
DK. III GHEV
Kkv. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12,1862.
Bananas and Plantains Rice p lb.74
20 pc ad ral., Almonds Rum,
Jledical
Eclectic
Testimonials
similar
to
the
reabove
have
been
Shelled
do.
Gc
4c. and
p Portland distilled.63 (266c
ceived from the proprietors of the following public
lb. Xuts and hates 2c Salrrntua.
!
bousesthe treatment tf thone diseases in
A'gtahfiahnl
for
('urrants. Figs. Saleratus p lb.6j@ 7c
Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
both *exes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
turns. Prunes and Rai- Suit*
Franklin House, Bangor.
delicacy.
In bulk 18c, and in
sins 6c^%» lb. Citron 80 Duty
Skowbegan House, Skowhegan.
CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
Pc ad rat.
bags 24c p 100 lbs.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Almond*—Jordan p lb.
Tuili's Is., p hhd.
for a number of years confined his attention to
House*, Winthrop.
Soft Shell.20 (222c
disease* of a certain class. During his practice he
Winthrop
(8 bus.).§2 80®3 26
Elmwood House, Waterville.
ha* treated thousands of case*, aud in no instance
Shelled.26 (280 Liverpool.2 6fta3 00
Litchfield Corner House.
Currant*.16 a 16 Cadi/.none
ha* he inet with a failure. The remedies are mild,
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Citron.42 245 Sacks Salt .none.
aud there is no interruption of business or change of
Revere House. Vassalboko.
Pea Nut*.S2j«24 Gr’d Hut ter Salt .22 ^
diet. Dr. Hughe* is iu constant attendance tYom 8
Hallowed House, Hallowed.
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 TemStarch.
Figs, common.... none.
China House, China.
New Kleme.18c a 22 Ihity 20 pc ad ral.
street. Charge* moderate, aud a cure guaranteed
ple
Franklin House, Augusta.
iu all case*.
Lemon*, pbox. .§2Jfa 3 Pearl.64® 74
Separate room*, so that no one w ill be
Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Hi* remedies cure disease
2 60 Potato.4 « 4:
scfii but the Dr. himself.
Oranges— Iiav ana.
Abbott's School Farmington,
praise
when
all
other
remedies (hit; cure* without dieting
Raisins,
Shot-piOOlbs §9JalO
Eaton Boys' Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
Blue pcask.15)® 16 Drop.§104-2
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cure* withiuU7d&w6m
Black.§8 a. 10 Buck. ll‘®
out the disgusting ami sickeniug effects of most other
Hunch p box. 4 KVa4 15 Son p.
remedies; cure* now cast's in a row hour*: cures withLaver.4252 4 50 Ihity 36 pc ad ral.
out the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
Dates.7 (2 9c Leathe k <iore’s, Trowis sure to annihilate the rank and poisouous taint
safety
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
Prunes.8pa l0J bridge k Smith’s KxCHEAP FOB CASH,
Flour—Portland insp.
tra No. 1 p lb_9] 2 9?
^ taremedy is u-ed The ingredients are entirely
ble, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
Superliue.§62 6] Family do.8j a- 84
DELIVERED TO ANY I’AUT OF THE CITY.
I locally, can be caused by using them.
Fancy.6J 2 6) No. 1.ft
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
Kxtra.6f2 7 Kagle No. 1.Gj® 6}
weakness, generally caused by bad habits iu youth,
Family.7 ® 7| Star.54 a 5} | SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
Kxtra Superior-712 84 Castile.12^ 216
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
UAZELTON LEHIGH,
Western extra*-61% 74 Crane’s.9 294
head, forget fillin'**, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or infamily-74<@ 8] Spier*.
8*
LOCUST
if neglected, are speedily aud permanently
MOUNTAIN,
superior. 7j®
Duty: Ginger Root be,
sanity
Ohio extra.7 % 7]
Ground Ginger 8c, Pencured.
JOHN'S,
All
and
Pimento 12c,
family.8 @ 8] per
correspondence strictly confidential and will e
THE GENUINE LOBBF.RT,
Canada super No.1. none.
returned If desired. Address
('loves 15c. Cassia 10c,
DR J. B. HUGHES.
StLouisFnv Brands.8 (2 9
Cassia Iluds 20c. (inn aTODD'S LIT SOLIS
Pure and Free Burning.
Southern III. do do.7j@84i mon 25c, Mare and XutNo. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
Pctansco Family. .102 10] megs 30c p lb.
HAIR
CUMBERLAND COAL
DYE!
jull—dAwtf3
tySend stamp for Circular.
Rye Flour.4J®> 44 Cassia p lb.45 ®47c
Corn Meal.4J® 44 Cloves.83 .235
FOK SMITHS’ USE.
Buckw’t Fl’rpib 2c@ 2] Ginger,(Race)_80 «31
<lnark<‘ry!
market has been flooded for vears with differGrain.
Ginger, (Africa) 30 231
Coals are strictly of the best quality, and
¥ EARNESTLY' caution all young men suffering
ent articles called flair Dvcs. which have never
Duty ('orn and Oats lOc, Mace.80 (a 90
warranted to give satisfaction.
Ac against endangering
of
1
Nervous
The
nk
from
satisfied
the
and
Debility.
expectations
purchasers.
15c,and
Rye
Harley
Nutmegs.90 (a92
their health by patronizing any of the advertising
plcr ultra has been reached at last in TODD’S
If heat 20c p bu. From Pepper,. 25 226
IIAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisHr. Provinces free.
quacks. You can fully recover”by the methods used
Pimento.22 (a.24
faction to every person who lias used it. It contains
Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other
by the Advertiser, and ty hundreds of others, and
Ryo.952-1 00 Seed*.
Read a letter which I will send
in no other way.
no injurious ingredients, ami gives the hair a beautiGnts.60 2 55 Duty: Linseed 16c p6u
ful
or
black
color.
rich brown
Directions for using I you if you will send iik- a postpaid envelope beariug
South Yel.Corn. .84 2.86
Hard and Soft Wood.
Canary §1 p bu., Mus—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
your address. Direct to
Corn. Mixed.82 2 85
tard Sc p lb.
EDWARD II. TKAVER.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Softs Hair Dye over
Barley.80 285 Herds liras*,.§24 221
The public are requested to cad, as we are deterLock Box. Boston. Mass.
ocl6dAw3m
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
Shorts p ton-§22 223 Western Clover) 10e o 11
mined
to
to
those
who
cash.
wash
or
after
the
and
there
is
but
it
before
dve,
give good bargains
Fine Feed.25 @27 Red Top.§3 a 3]
using
pay
one kind to be used, ami that can \>e put on the same
Grindstone-*.
Linseed.3 a
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine IIhf. as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all oth- Eclectic Jledioal
Ihtty Hough—free.
('unary.8J@j 4
er dyes that have two or three different kinds to lie
Rough, p ton. .§17 5 20
Sugar.
SAWYER & WHITNEY.
TO THE LADIES.
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
Dressed.80(285 Ihity Melado2c,not\abore
jul31tf
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
AV>.
12
above
Xo.
24c,
12
HUGHES
Gunpowder.
particularly invite* all Ladies who
out
it
oh.
Unlike
have
to
wash
the
after
dye
putting
Duty Valued at less than and not above 16 3c,above.
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
Gilt I nimt s.
2t»c p lb Gc. orei' 20c 6c
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
Xo. lb and not above 20
which
6 Temple Street,
they will find arranged for
dyes cannot do. Ciive this new article a trial, as we
34c. above Xo. 20 and reP lb and 20 pc ad ral.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
their especial accommodation.
know you will use no other after once using this.
Blasting.§44 a 6 ; fined 4c p lb.
size or style desired—latest patterns and best
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalRifle and Sporting.b\@ "4 Portland
v or sale only at
led in efficacy ami superior virtue in regulating all
A.9jj®
workmauship-^-made to order by
|
do.
A A.9i2)
Hay.
MORRISON & CO., 26, Market Square
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
TODD’S UAIll-DRESSING ROOMS,
do.
Pre***’d p net T.§18]®;16
Yellow, .none.
certain of producing relief iu a short time.
Loose.16 ®16) Kxtra Yellow..
none.
LADIES will rind it invaluable in all eases of obrhoto£rzi|»lii<’ <*oods & Clipniiculs. No.74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street. struction*
IlidcM and Skin*.
after all other remedies have been tried in
Muscovado.104(511*
10tf
do.
in bond.HI 29
sept
Duty 10 pc ad ral.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain.
stock in this department is complete, comSlaughter Hides.. ,6F®74© Havana Brown_10* a 12
the least injurious to the health, ami may be taken
article used in the art.
prising
every
do.
CalfSkins.11213
White
.124 2134
with perfect safety at all times
MORRISON & CO..
Calcutta Cow—
New Orleans.11}§18|
Sent to auv part of the eouutrv with full directions,
une24dtfw8t
26, Market Square.
Slaughtered. .1 802200Crushed.14 2 14?
t)R. HUGHES.
by addressing
Green Salt.1 60(2 1 76 G ranulated.14 @144
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.
Oil llstiid.
Dry.120® 1 30 Powdered.14 @144
NEATLY EXECUTED
N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
Sheep Pelt*, Cir’n.95® §14 Tallow.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Sheep Pelts, Dry .76^1 00\Duty Tallow 1 pc, Soap
A lady of experience iu constant attendown sex.
Leaf, and at low rates at
AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
| Stock 10 pc ad vat.
36 Market Square
ance.
Julldawtf8
Duty

Job Work,

Famg

ENTRANCE

If the first and only remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or l*inWonns, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, and the
fact that it is fast«up rseding all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
aOdtf

pleasure

1JJ

Fourth

Drue and

DR. E. C. GOl'LD'S

EYE Sr EAR,

November 1st, 1862, to May 1st, 1868. the
rate* of freight on all description* of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No tire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1803.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes iti the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are ahoot to be made, the Company will not be able
to take tin* wood from certain place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for tire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
willdosoal their own
they must understand that
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carried next

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. II. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

anticipated.

BLOCK,

Directly otot the Magnetic Telegraph OMce.
Story, where all rarletiee of

ISiraWBmMMMI

*

Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
l'ortlat d, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portlami Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 5, 1862.
june23dtf

excellent article.

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson
Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anyMv wife, who is feeble, has
thing I had
had no good rest for six months till occupying oue of
these beds. She would uot part with it ’ou am account.
Rev. JOHN allEn.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1802.

PRESS,

terms.

Phillip*.

and

LOT M. MORRILL.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of tbo
•'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public,
Dr. N. R. BOUTELL.
tfaterville, May, 1861.

Cuco Beak,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.

OILS,

VT State Agent for DAVIS t KIDD S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodiwtoctl

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay ior East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and hingticld, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stage* leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

office.

[From Hon. l^ot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I

over

office of the

DYE-STUFFS,

Paint establishment.

PTAOE CONNECTION!!.

itb it.

JOSIAH U. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.

from the office

Hu bees removed
to the

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

an*i after Monday, May 6, 1862,
Qfcflm imago
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. 31.
Leave Farmington lor Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at Q.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

FROM

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
use a sufficient length of time to shew
that it gives entire satisfaction aud actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed department, embracing a little more
of their excelrennes, and yet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair/ and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facilito the invalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
aud all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and uot liable to get out of order.

CUSHINOj

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

chants.

been in
1H1IS

3.b)%
2.7]@ 7| Veal.none.
(medium).. .4*
4J Pickle*, p bbl_§74® 84
(small).8(0*3] Rice.

do.
do.
Fruit*

VARNISHES,

Steep

1862.

rib.

found Elsewhere in the State.

Purchasers for Cash may rest assured t fiat goods
bought at this house will be made perfectly satiafactory in price and quality.

db. c. H. o*uoo i>,

Eliz-

ffl

FOSTER Sr

Drugs,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, tc.

Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Brivlgtou,
Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington. Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipoe, Newficld, Parsunsfield. Effingham,f reedom,
31adison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter. Ac.
nov 13
ALEX’R BAILEY, Jr., Sup’t.

granted October,

Under United Slate* Hotel, Portland.

2.7}«

manufacturing,

aup4dly

of

n

Pure

AND FANCY GOODS.

¥

Falls,

Chemicals,

GENUINE MEDICINES,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

....

B. D. MERRILL.

will be

...

THE WEARY.

GENERAL AGENT.

Mackerel p bbl.,
Potatoes, phhl.Sl 42a 1 62
Hay No. 1... .§10Fall Chicken*, Spring.8 'a 10
8 Lamb .5 g 8
Hay No.
6 Turkic**. 9 a 12
Hay No.
Shore No. 1
10«{a. 11 Geese.9 @10

Exchange Street,

BY STEAM

Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Boirls, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, <Z all kinds constantly on hand.
|y All kind* of fixtures for hot and cold water ij
•et ud in the best manner.
Alf order* in city or country pemonally attended to

received through Portland
P. O., Box 375. until Saturdav, Dec. 20th, for the
PROPOSALS
of Bends isaued bv the town

I.007

Fine

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

Notice to Wood and Lmnber Mer-

ID. K.

City

O.

«

STS.,

-DKALKR IS-

novl8

SPRING BED BOTTOM!
Patent

Ixad.1(*@

UU.

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE

Dn and after 3Iondav, November 10,
w' 'dP^trains will leave as follows, until farther
orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 A. M. and
3.30 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. 31., and
2.00 and 6.16 P 31.
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.16 A. 31. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passeuger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Sacearapna daily for South Windham. Windbum Centre and Great Kails.
At Gorhain, for West Gorham, Standish,

j

BOOK

Establishment

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

ANDERSON’S

?a6|

NOW,

With Increased facilities for

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

(’ape Elizabeth.

rrht'fqr

...

of Furniture suited to their various wants.

FLUNIBERS,

LOAN TO THE TOWN OF

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. *35. First Class. *77 to ?92—according
o accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back, *186.
Apply to Kdmonstone, Allan A Co.. Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23.1862.
dtf

@lf

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles

IpliolMery Work Attended

canite base
8md A woe

morning.

—

HOUSES,

i;o

A M ERIU A X. N<»R W
I AN. JURA,
NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Ouc‘bec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 I*. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

fiCSH&Sl BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON.

@
@

more

REMOVAL!

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

mONE of the following first-class, power-

<^~rl

44

For

Y,

JOB PRINTING

York A Cumberland Railroad.

Steamships

Mail Line.

Weekly

Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
Yellow, Venetian Bed25,
Spanish Brown dry ‘Jo,
in oil 8u pc ad ral.' Yellow and other Ochres60c
4> 100 lbs, Paris White
dry 60c, <w oil £160,
Whiting 50c 4> 100 lbs.
P’tl’d Lead, in oil.£10a
Lewis Lead, “..10j@10J
Boston Lead, 44
,9J@
French Zinc,
J0(a>10$
Amer. Zinc, 44
8 «8J

44

11.

will

Laths,Spruce_100@i25

St. Domingo.1 \ a 2
Extract Logwood.
Nic
Wood. @
Peach
.3?@ 4i
44
Red
.3) a 3j
44
.2 @
Sapan
Quercitron Bark.. .2j@ 2\
Red Sanders. 3 @ 6
Dark.
Duty 30 pc ad ral.
Ravens.45ca>
Rochelle Yellow.. .3
3)
Portland, No. 3..90 @
No. 10. .6*5 @
Eng. Ven. Rod-3
3]
No. 3 89
Navv, S’r,
Litharge.10@
44
Red
No. 10. 66
Tent Duck,
Planter*
U. S. 10 oz.60 @
Duty Free.
44
12 oz.66 @
Per tou Soft.1 76‘al 78
Feathers.
Hard.1 60@1 62
Ground.500a660
Ihity 30 pc ad ral.
Live Geese P tb .60 @65
Provisions.
Russia.25 @
Duty Beef and Pork lc,
Piah.
Lard, Baron and Hams
Duty For 100 tb* foreign 2c. Butter and Cheese 4c
Herring £1. p tb
caught
Mackerel £2, Salmon £3; Ch’go Mess Beef.£12 a!4
and all other pickled in Portland do.
124 a 13
bbls. £1 &o P bbl., other- P’tl’d ext. do.
14* a. 14 4
wise 60c pete/. From Pork, extra clear. 164
Pork, clear. 15lal6
Prorincesfree.
Cod large p qut. £4a 41 Pork, mess. 13tal4
44
13’J a 144
small.3@ 3l Pork, extra do
Pollock.2i « 2] Pork. Prime. It hill
Haddock, .lj« 14 Round Hogs.6]
Hake, .1 56@1 7* Hams..10 a 11c
Smok’d (lams.none,
Herring,Shorepbl .4 d 4J
do. Labrador., none
Produce,
do. Scaled4>bx 33a40c Beef p qu’r p tb. 6 (® 74

12|@.14

nov8

OPP. OLD CITY HAM.,-PORTLAND, MF.
Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vul-

Logwood,
Carn)>eachy.2 @24

fast

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

44

YEARS.

3 5

j Commissicaers.

Clapp’s Block, Congress Street,

No. 1.2 a. 24
ext. Tine 3j @
3|

@125Olive

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

and

splendid

M O N '1' KEAl,

Magnesia.28

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

LINE.

uu as tollows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY. and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
• North
River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
nd SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. 1*. M.
These vessels are fitted ui» w ith fine accommodations
or passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
omfortabie route for travellers between New York
nd Maine. Passage 85,00, including Fare and State
dooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
(earners asearly as 3 1*. M., on the day that thep
eave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMiiKY h FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B CROMWELL &. CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Dec. 6,18 3.

@

CON-

BUTCHERS', GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’,

1. D. TIHKItll.I. A CO.,

No. S

fa31

Magnesia

Executed

—AT THE—

THE

gTSS**

do.
do.

PRINTING._

II A

THE

3Ianageraud Superintendent.

Augusta, Nov. 15, 1862.

“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willktt,
and “PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Huffman, will, until further notice,

11 lid. Shooks... 1 60'dl 75
Cardamons, Oil Lemon,
Anise and Orange, lo- Slash.160@160
dine 60c, Toluand (Yude lioous.£30 @32
('amphor90c, Refined do. Hackmatack Tim4oc, Tartaric Acid 20c. her, p tun.10@16
!Moln«»ra,
Cream Tartar, Citric
Acid, Shellac, Copal,/Mu Duty 6c 4* gal.
mar and Cum* used f**r < 'icnfiigos....
like purposes 10c, Aloes, Trinidad.40 @ 46
Verdigris, ('liberate of Cuba clavcd.36 a 36
do.
do. tart. 30 a 32
Potash, Carb.
6c, RoracicAcid, Yellow do. Muscovado.36 @38
Prussia!e Potash and Hew Orleans.
Red do. 10c, Liauorice, Portland Syrup,hhds..26
do.
Oxalic Acid anti Sugar
bbls 29
of Lead 4c, Asphaltum
and Bi-Chro. J*otash 3c, Duty: ('ut lc, Wrought 2c,
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts, Assorted 3c p ft.
Liquorice Root, Ri-( 'arb. Cask. 4 60@4 76
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; \nvnl Store**
f astnr Oil 60c 4* gal., Duty
Turpentine, Rosin,
Mttrphine £2 p oz., Al- Pitch, 7Yir20pc ad ral.,
s. Turpentine 15c 4>gal.
um 60c p cwt., Copperas
60c 4* cwt.. Muriatic Ac- Tar (foreign )|> hb).£)3al6
id 10 pr ad ral.. Spang- Pitch (Coal Tar) £41 a
I sin- Rosin.]fi7d20
es, Assafwtida,
glass. Flor Sulphur,Sen-Turj»eutiiiePgal 280,0.286
Outturn.
nn, Arrowroot, Ginseng
Free.
20 pc, Bleaching Potr- Dufy
ders 30c p c»rf.,
American.8]@ 9]
60c p cwt., Sal Sodaand Oil.
Soda Ash^c P lb, (Yude Duty Sperm, Whale and
Brimstone £3 and Boll other Fish Oils rtf fordo. £6 p ton, Alcohol 40c
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
ral.. Linseed, Hempseed
P gal.
Alum p lb.4 @ 6c
and Rapesee*l23c p gal.,
Aloes.80 a 37 (Hire 23c. Salad 60c,
Arrow Root.17 @40
Palm, Seal and CocoaBorax.28 @80
nut 10c p gal.
Brimstone (roll).. .44@ 6 Portland Kerosene
Bi-Carb. Soda.6} @64
Dluminat'g Oil.80 @86c
82
Sulphur.6 @ 6j Machine.80
Sal Soda.8j<^ 4 Clarine.
< amphor.14>«1 50Sperm Winter.. 19R(a200
Cream lartar.86 @65 Whale, ref. Wint 98 al«i0
do.
Logwood ex.12pal4
Crude.90 @92
'dS6 Grand Bank and
Indigo, M'la, fine.£lf a 2
Bay Chaleur.. £26 @29
Madder.17c@18 Shore.24 a26
Opium.£9 @94 Linseed.£1 .*12 a 135
Rhubarb.200@ 226 Boiled.1 36«.l 40
Alcohol.87 a95 Lard Oil.1 06fel 10
Fluid.1 10
Oil.176a 1st)
Castor Oil. 2Q6a210
Camphene. 290 (a
SaltiH-tre.11 @23 Neatsfrot Oil...lO&al 12
Vitriol.12 @
Onion*
l> ye wood*.
p bbl.£3|@ 8J
Free.
Duty:
p bush.1 20@1 26
Barwood.2 fab
Pnint*.
Brazil Wood.18 @
Duty. On White Lead dry
Camwood.4)@ 4? or ground in oil and Bed
Fustic, Cuba.2 to* 2J Lead £2 40 p 100 tbs.
Sat an villa. lj@ 2
Litharge 24c, Oxide *\f
Zinc 2»c 4* lb, Prussian
Hypernic.4j@ 6

AND ALL OTHER KIND* OF

Notice.

JOHN HUM).

The

Potash75c,CantMkrides. do. do. c’t'ry.l 25a 160
Mastic,Ipecac,Rhubarb, Country Riff Mol.

COUPONS,

WITH

Estate of Patrick Callun. lato of Portland,
deceased, having been represented insolvent.the
Judge ot Probate lias appointed the undersigned
Commissioners in receive und examine all claims and
demands against said estate. And all ]>ersons are
hereby notified that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above purposes will be held at Iho
office of Frederick Fox, 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last .Saturday of each of the following months,
via: November, l>i*ceinber, 18*12, January, February,
March and April, 1863—from 2 to fi o’clock I‘. M., on
each of those days.
GEORGE E. R. JACKSON, I „_.

MERRILL.

tan

Corporation Bonds,

j
|

I. D.

SEMI-WEEKLY

$2, Oil Almonds and Red Oak Staves 30 @36
Otto of Bos* * 150, Oil Mol. 11 lid. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and & Heads,city. .276a287
(’lores £1, Hydriodate Sugar do. city. 276@2 87

v6u26
w aa ir mi

j

IRVING W. PARKER,
Portland, Nov. 8. 1862.

Portland and New York Steamers.

man

Surpose

r

heavy.30

H.

for WiscasStages leave
daily
set, Dutnariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. 31., or on arrival of of train from Port land.
B. 11. CUSHMAN,

STEAMBOATS.

_

Street, Hew-York City.

198 Greenwich

do.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

BTAGE CONNECTIONS.
at 3.00 P. M.,
Bath

do. slaughter. 32 @34
oni—(Retail.)
Ainer. Calfskins 75 @85
Duty From Br. Prorinres free, otherforeign Bi- Sl’tcr Wax Leath.19 @ 20
Lentl.
tumenons $ 1 10, allother kinds GOc P ton.
Duty Pig lie p lb.
Am. Tig p 100 lb.$94@ 9J
Cumberl’d ptou.$10@
Whiteash..9 @
Foreign Tig.9I@ 9]
Lehigh.9@ (Sheet and Pipe.. lOlalOj
Lime.
Franklin. 9 @
Coffee*
Duty 10 pc ad rat.
Rockland, cask. 68 @75c
Duty: 5c p lb.
Lumber—From yard.
Java p lb.33 @34c
St. Domingo.30 (@31 Clear Tine, No. 1.$38 @
do.
No.2. 34 a;
Rio .32 @ 33
do.
No.3 24 @
Mocha.34 @ 85|
do.
No.4. 14 w
Cordage*
Duty Tarred2\c. Maml- Shipping Lumber.16 u 17
la 24, all other 34 p lb. Spruce..10 @11
American p lb.. 13 @14J Hemlock.8 @10
Russia Hemp.16J@17 Box Sh’ks, (catdi) 50 @66c
Manilla.13 @134 Clapb'ds, 8ext..$14 « 16
T
...30 @32
Bolt rope, Russia .161 @17}' do.
Manilla. 14 @16 Shingles, Ced. ext.23
do.
C

Aov TkiwAvcs vvwA C\w\Avcw

!

j

MEI7ICAL.

WI NTER ARRANG EM EX T.
I Souchong.60 @56 India. 20@ 26
Tobacco*
Varnish*
! Duty: Leaves unmanufar- Furniture.82 ® 3
£2*22*7^523 On ami after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
tured 26, all other kinds Coach.3j.@ 6
1862, passenger trains will leave as follows :
86 \*c adval.
Damar.3j@ 4
•’s&lO’sbest br’ds.70 @75c Wool*
Augusta for Bath. Portland and Bostdn.at 10.46 A.
do.
medium. .66 @68 Duty: Costing 18c f> lb
M., connecting at Bruuswick with the Androscoggin
do.
common. 60 @62
Kailroad for Lewiston, Livermore Fails, Wilton and
and under 6 t>c, over 18c
ia1 fibs best br’ds.78 @80
to 24c p lb 3c, orer 24c
Farmingtou.
Leave Portland for Bath and An gust a at l.no P. 31.,
do. mod. good.66 @70
9c p lb.
do. common.. .60 @62 Fleece.45 (3555c
conuectiug with the Androscoggin trains at BrunsNatural Leal, tbs 81 @ li Lambs.46 @53
wick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Far'ancv, in Foil.lja 2
Zinc*
mington; and at Augusta with the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Vassal boro’, Waterville. KenTin.
l>uty In blocks or pigs
Duty: Pig 15c, Plates26 ljc, in sheets 2c p lb, j dall's Mills and Skowhegan; and at Kendall’s Mills
manufactures if 30 pc ! with the Penobsoot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnpc adval.
ham. Pittsfield, Newport mud Bangor.
tauca, cash.43c@ 44 adval.
Tickets sold iu Boston for all the stations on the
.trails, cash.40 @42 Pigs and slabs.5J® 61
Kennebec & Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
’lat€8-Char.I.C.812T.al3 Sheet >.osslmaun. Ili@l2
**■
& Kennebec Roads.
do.
I.X. .16 @16 Sheathing.90 @
For Bangor and Stations on t lie Penobscot A Ken'oke.llf@12 Exchanvr*
nebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Wood*
London—60u. 1 44 @147
Kendall’s Mills.
lard, retail.87@ 7J Paris.,/3 82$@8 90

..

But acts directly upon the roofs of the Hnir, giving
them the natural nourishment required, producing the
same vitality and luxurious quantity as in youth.

j

Ptiafiftll Hutni'itiinidl

unequalled Preparations

great

to December 10.

An additional duty <\f Hop*.
10 pc is levied on all mer-Dutu 5c p lb.
chanuise not imported di-IFirst Soil, 1862.. .14 @16
rect from the place qf proI row.
duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp $6,
A ftheift.
liar not exceeding $50 p
ton value $17 p ton, exDuty 10 Pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.7£@ 8j
ceodiny $60 p ton $18,
Tot.7}<® 85 less than $ inch thick or
morethan 7inches wide,
Apples*
Green p bbl.S14@ 1J
rounds less than 4 inch
.Sliced p lb.44 @;5ic or more than 4 inenes in
Cored p lb. 4i@>o
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or more
Uncored p lb.2^j) 3$
than Aincnes square $20,
Bread*
liaitroad $12 60, Boiler
iMity 30 pc.
100
$64
Pilot p
tbs.
@ 6j aud Plate $25 p ton,
Ship.4* @ Ai Sheet 2@2jc p lb and
Crackers i»er bbl.. s@'4 3?
S3@5 p ton.
35 @40c Common.3J<@) 3]
Crackers, p 100
Refined .4@ 4f
Butler*
Swede.6 @ 64
Dutu 4c p lb.
(«23c
Norw
lb.21
Family p
ay.6$@ 7
Store.14 @15 ,Cast Steel.22 @24
'German steel-14 @16
Beano*
Marrow p bush$2 25@2 50 EngIish|Bli*.Steel.10 @17
Tea.2 25@2 OO.Snring.9 @ 10
Blue Tod.2 12@2 87 :S licet Iron. Eugl. .5j@ 6|
Sheet Iron,Russia. 17 @18
Cnudlen*
Duty Sperm and War 8c. do Rus im’t. .13 @14
l.ard.
Steanne 5c, TalU>w2^c
Barrel, p lb.104 (all
p lb.
Mould p lb.13ic@14|Kegs, p lb.10J@lljc
Sperm.32 @o5 Leather*
1 Duty: 30 pc ad ref.
Chrrse.
New York, light. .28 @30c
Duty 4c P lb.
.11 @12
do. ir.d. wts.. .30 «31
Vermont P lb.

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
The

for the Tress

RAILROADS.

SORTS OF HAND BILLS-

Portland. June 26. 18*3.

dnw

Photographic

Frame*.

or oval—every kind called for.
The**
O Deine manufactured by ourselve*. except three
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low price*. At whuleeale or retail, at 88. MarMORRISON A CO*S.
ket Square.

CJtlUARE

PLEASURE

PARTIES.

EXCURSIONISTS
solicited.

visiting

180 Fare Street

near

with stores at the
Order*

the

Islands.supplied

shortest notice.
feel ef

CALDERWOOD A
Portland, Jane 28.

Eiehaaft.
BECKETT.
dtf

